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Plaintiffs Ali Anwar, Rahul Ramakrishnan, and Kyle M. Go, ("Plaintiffs"), acting for 

themselves and for all others similarly situated ("the Class” or "Class members"), complain as 

follows against Defendants California Northstate University, LLC, and Does 1–100, inclusive 

(collectively, "Defendants " or "CNU").  

Introduction 

1.    This case presents yet another for-profit-school-fraud tragedy. Defendant CNU 

targeted its sales and marketing efforts at minority communities. It repeatedly and unambiguously 

told Plaintiffs and the Class members, orally and in writing, that if they enrolled in one of CNU’s 

combined BS-MD Programs (collectively, “BS-MD Program”), they were guaranteed admission 

to CNU’s medical school after three years of undergraduate work—saving money and time, and 

avoiding the risk of non-admission to medical school—provided only that they met specified 

objective and quantitative criteria. CNU repeatedly said their spots in its medical school would be 

“reserved.” Elsewhere CNU said that an interview would be required for the transition from the 

undergraduate College of Health Sciences ("CHS") to the College of Medicine (“COM”), but 

systematically assured prospective students that the interview was a “formality,” and that CNU 

would prepare them for it.  

2.    Using this sales pitch, CNU recruited students that were far otherwise too good for 

it. Plaintiffs and Class members relied on these promises. They forewent opportunities to attend 

better established, better reputed, and/or less expensive educational institutions such as the 

University of California, institutions offering a traditional college experience rather than classes 

in an office building in an office park. They enrolled in, and paid tuition—in cash—to CNU. 

(Plaintiffs even surrendered all rights to low-interest federal loans and other federal student aid 

because CNU was not eligible, having declined to comply with applicable federal standards. All 

student loans taken out were private, and thus at dramatically increased interest rates.) Plaintiffs 

are informed and believe that the putative class even includes one or more members who turned 

down Ivy League college acceptances to attend CNU—a new school with nontransferable credits 

and a fake, California-State-University sounding name—in reliance on CNU’s promises. 

3.    CNU kept these promises initially, with all BS-MD program students who wanted 
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to proceed into the COM and who did the work being accepted into it. But beginning with this 

year’s third year BS-MD students—those now transitioning from the CHS into the COM—CNU 

began rejecting applicants. Other reputable schools will not grant credit for CNU coursework. 

Even if they would, it is too late to apply to transfer to other colleges for next semester. And 

Plaintiffs are informed and believe their chances of admission to any non-CNU medical school, 

applying with a CNU undergraduate background, are slim to none. Accordingly, Plaintiffs likely 

will be forced either to abandon their goals of becoming medical doctors or to re-complete 

undergraduate work at a substantial dollar cost, and the expense of years of their lives. They were 

offered a time-saving scam, and now seemingly have lost years of their lives. 

4.    CNU did not simply change its mind. CNU contends it never intended and was 

never obligated to deliver what its marketing explicitly and intentionally persuaded Plaintiffs to 

believe they would receive—reserved, guaranteed spots in the  College of Medicine for all who 

met the Requirements. Accordingly, CNU’s sales and marketing was simply fraud.   

5.    During their undergraduate studies at CNU, Plaintiffs proceeded to meet each and 

all of CNU’s specified criteria for continuing within the BS-MD combined program into CNU’s 

medical school (the “Requirements,” as enumerated below), including without limitation by 

achieving undergraduate GPAs of 3.5 or better (actually achieving GPAs from 3.82 to 3.96) and 

MCAT scores of 510 or better. Now, CNU has reneged, has treated Plaintiffs like third-party 

applicants, has rejected their applications as if no guarantees were made, and has acted surprised 

that anyone is surprised or upset. CNU’s actions indicate it never intended to comply with its 

sales and marketing promises of guaranteed slots for BS-MD Program students in its medical 

school. Because CNU refuses to perform as it promised, Plaintiffs have been forced to file this 

lawsuit.   

6.    CNU students, including Plaintiffs and Class members, each paid annual tuition 

and fees of $33,000 or more to attend the BS-MD Program. Plaintiffs each have paid 

approximately $104,000 over three years to date, plus costs of living and other costs. The BS-MD 

Program promised to shorten the eight years that students typically spend in undergraduate and 

graduate medical school education to six or seven years, with associated savings of time and 
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educational expense, and the consequent opportunity to be employed as a medical doctor one or 

two years sooner. Now, Plaintiffs and the class face the loss of years of education—years their 

professional lives with associated delay and disruption of their incomes, personal lives, associated 

embarrassment and stress, and other damages. 

7.    CNU aggressively marketed and sold the BS-MD Program to prospective students 

on that basis through written catalogs and brochures, videos, in-person presentations, telephone 

conversations, and in-person interviews. Contrary to its promises, CNU did not “reserve a seat” 

and never intended to "reserve a seat" in the COM for students who enrolled in the BS-MD 

Program, and has demonstrated its intention not to admit all BS-MD Program students who meet 

the Requirements.  

8.    CNU knew all along that its BS-MD Program was a sham, providing no 

guarantees. Additionally, CNU knew that it had never received approval from the California 

Bureau of Postsecondary Education (the "BPPE"), which regulates private postsecondary 

educational institutions operating in California, to offer such a combined program. However, 

CNU did not disclose what it knew to Plaintiffs or Class members.  

9.    The BPPE issued CNU a citation in 2019 for advertising such a program. In 

response, Plaintiffs are informed and believe that CNU lied to BPPE, claiming there was not such 

“Program” but only a “pathway.” Plaintiff suspect this lie, and the need to support it, are part of 

why CNU has reneged on its promises. Plaintiffs are informed and believe that CNU has 

convinced BPPE that the BS-MD Program was never a program, based on its intention never to 

honor its promises, but has hidden from BPPE the true nature of the sales and marketing promises 

CNU made to Plaintiffs and others similarly situated. 

Parties 

10.    Plaintiffs and Class members are current and former students of CNU. 

11.    Plaintiff Ali Anwar is a resident of Elk Grove, California. He enrolled in the CNU 

BS-MD seven-year program on or about November 10, 2017 and started classes on or about June 

14, 2018. He applied to the COM on November 5, 2020, having met the Requirements, and 

received a rejection letter from CNU dated February 5, 2021. 
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12.    Plaintiff Rahul Ramakrishnan is a resident of San Jose, California. He enrolled in 

the CNU BS-MD seven-year program on or about November 7, 2017 and started classes on or 

about August 27, 2018. He applied to the COM on August 21, 2020, having met the 

Requirements, but received a rejection letter from CNU dated February 25, 2021.  

13.    Plaintiff Kyle M. Go is a resident of Melbourne Beach, Florida. He enrolled in the 

CNU BS-MD seven-year program on or about April 15, 2018 and started classes on or about June 

13, 2018. He applied to the COM on September 14, 2020, having met the Requirements, but 

received a rejection letter from CNU dated February 25, 2021. 

14.    Defendant California Northstate University, LLC ("Defendant" or "CNU") is a 

California limited liability company operating a school misleadingly named to sound like a 

California State University. It operates a private, for-profit postsecondary school with 

instructional campuses in Elk Grove and Rancho Cordova, California. CNU's principal place of 

business and the location of its College of Medicine is 9700 West Taron Drive, Elk Grove, 

California.  

15.    CNU began in 2007 with a College of Pharmacy. CNU's undergraduate programs 

are accredited by WSCUC (WASC Senior College and University Commission). Its College of 

Medicine, founded in 2015, has provisional accreditation from LCME (the Liaison Committee on 

Medical Education of the American Medical Association). 

16.    Each of DOES 1-100 is the agent, servant, partner, joint-venturer, co-venturer, 

principal, director, officer, manager, employee, or shareholder of one or more of its co-defendants 

who aided, abetted, controlled, and directed or conspired with and acted in furtherance of said 

conspiracy with one or more of its co-defendants in performance of the acts and omissions 

described below and for the fraudulent purposes described below. 

Venue 

17.    Venue is proper in this Court pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure § 395 and  

§ 395.5 because Plaintiffs and Class members attended CNU in this judicial district, their injuries 

occurred in this judicial district, and a substantial part of the events and omissions giving rise to 

their claims occurred in this judicial district. 
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18.    This Court has general subject matter jurisdiction. 

 

Class Allegations 

19.    Plaintiffs seek to represent a class defined as: 

All individuals who enrolled in the BS-MD Program offered by 

California Northstate University from the fall of 2017 through the 

spring of 2020, met the objective, quantitative requirements, and 

were not admitted to the COM after applying. 

20.    Numerosity. The proposed class is so numerous that joinder is impractical. 

21.    Typicality. There are questions of law and fact common to all Class members. 

Messrs. Anwar, Ramakrishnan, and Go are similarly situated to other Class members and each is 

an adequate representative of the Class. Messrs. Anwar, Ramakrishnan, and Go's claims are 

typical of the claims of Class members. They have suffered and will suffer injuries like those 

suffered by the other Class members from Defendants' common policies and practices. They will 

fairly and adequately protect the interests of the absent Class members, and have no interest that 

is adverse to the interests of the other Class members. They have retained attorneys who are 

competent and experienced in the prosecution of class action litigation, and in particular with the 

prosecution of class and mass actions against for-profit postsecondary schools engaged in 

fraudulent sales and marketing. 

22.    Ascertainability. The Class is ascertainable. Its members can be identified and 

located using Defendants' records. 

23.    Commonality. Common questions of law and fact predominate over questions that 

affect only individual members of the Class. Common questions include, without limitation:  

a.    Whether CNU promised Plaintiffs and Class members a seat in the COM if they 

met the Requirements; 

b.   Whether CNU intended to keep those promises; 

c.    Whether Plaintiffs and the Class members met the Requirements; 

d.   Whether CNU broke its promises to Plaintiffs and Class members when it did not 

admit them to the COM; 
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e.    Whether CNU knew its BS-MD Program was not approved by the BPPE but 

marketed the program to students anyway; 

f.    Whether CNU's marketing of the BS-MD Program to Plaintiffs and Class 

members violated the Consumers Legal Remedies Act;  

g.   Whether CNU's enrollment of students in the BS-MD Program violated the 

Consumers Legal Remedies Act; 

h.   Whether CNU's marketing of the BS-MD Program to Plaintiffs and Class 

members violated the Unfair Competition Law; 

i.    Whether CNU's enrollment of students in the BS-MD Program violated the Unfair 

Competition Law; 

j.    Whether and to what extent Plaintiffs and Class members have been damaged;  

k.   Whether and to what extent Plaintiffs and Class members are entitled to penalties, 

interest, and attorneys' fees; and 

l.    Whether and to what extent Plaintiffs and Class members are entitled to injunctive 

relief. 

These questions predominate over the individualized inquiries required to determine whether a 

Plaintiff or class member met the Requirements because the Requirements are objective, 

quantatively measurable inquires—as CNU promised to Plaintiffs and the Class.  

24.    Superiority. A class or collective action is superior to other available means for the 

fair and efficient adjudication of this controversy because individual joinder of all Class members 

is impractical. Class treatment will permit a large number of similarly situated persons to 

prosecute their common claims in a single forum simultaneously, efficiently, and without the 

unnecessary duplication of effort and expense that numerous individual actions would require. 

Furthermore, the unnecessary cost to the court system of adjudication of individualized litigation 

would be substantial. Individualized litigation would also present the potential for inconsistent or 

contradictory judgments.  

Additional Facts Common to All Causes of Action 

25.    CNU operates a for-profit postsecondary school focusing on medical education. Its 
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Rancho Cordova campus is the setting for CNU's Bachelor of Science in Health Sciences degree 

program ("BS"), and its Elk Grove campus is the setting for CNU's Doctor of Medicine degree 

program ("MD"). 

26.    CNU offers students medical education programs that combine the BS and MD 

degrees in one of several accelerated formats, in addition to the traditional 8-year combined 

program. CNU offers its BS-MD combined programs in six, seven, and eight-year formats, and 

refers to the program options as "2+4 BS-MD," "3+4 BS-MD," and "4+4 BS-MD." Students 

enrolled in one of these program options completed their fourth year of coursework for their BS 

degrees during the first year of matriculation at CNU's medical school on the COM campus, or 

completed the BS on an accelerated three year cycle. 

27.    Each of the CNU General Catalogs for the years in which Plaintiffs and Class 

members enrolled described CNU’s BS-MD Program. Each of Plaintiffs and Class members 

received and reviewed the CNU General Catalog for the 2018-2019 academic year ("2018-2019 

Catalog"), relevant excerpts of which are attached hereto as Exhibit 1, before enrolling. 

28.    The 2018-2019 General Catalogue states on page 117: 

BS-MD combined programs offer high school applicants multiple 

options to enter the professional Doctor of Medicine (MD) 

program. Some program options are designed to allow entering 

freshmen to complete their pre-medicine coursework and MD in an 

accelerated time frame if they meet specific criteria. Students 

accepted into a BS-MD combined programs option will begin their 

program of study in the College of Health Sciences (CHS) 

undergraduate program to complete the MD prerequisite criteria 

and academic coursework. 

Students have the opportunity to complete their BS degree and MD 

degree in an accelerated time frame—six to seven years in addition 

to the traditional eight years. 

29.    The 2018-2019 Catalog further referred to the "BS-MD Combined Programs 

Progression," on pages 133 and 134 (see Exhibit 1), and advised prospective students that 

progression from the undergraduate program into the medical school was dependent on meeting 

seven (and only seven) specific "qualitative and quantitative" criteria (defined above as the 

"Requirements"), which were: 
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a.    "Students must pass all courses that are counted toward degree conferral with a 

minimum letter grade of C; 

b.   "Students must maintain a cumulative GPA of 3.50 in the undergraduate program 

and be in good academic and professional standing; 

c.    "Students must participate in at least one College of Medicine campus activity per 

year while attending the College of Health Sciences; 

d.   "Students must submit a Supplemental Application to the College of Medicine 

Office of Admission upon request; 

e.    "Students must successfully complete the College of Medicine Prerequisites; 

f.    "Students must score a 510 or higher on the MCAT; and 

g.   "Students must successfully complete the MD admission interview."  

30.    Students systematically were told the interview was “a formality.” 

31.    The 2019-2020 catalogue contained similar language. 

32.    Newly, currently, in describing "Bachelor of Science and Doctor of Medicine 

Pathways (BS to MD)," the 2020-21 Catalog, relevant excerpts of which are attached hereto as 

Exhibit 2, departs from prior years’ catalogues by denying the BS-MD Program’s existence. It 

says on page 178: "Please, note: Pathways are not programs and admission to CNU College of 

Medicine is not guaranteed [if you are admitted to an undergraduate program and have selected a 

pathway]." On page 174, the current catalog now states: "These pathways [BS to MD] offer 

priority acceptance to the very competitive MD program provided they meet all the [College of 

Medicine] admission criteria."  

33.    This language is not the language CNU previously used in Catalogs and 

marketing, and evidences CNU’s intent to renege on its guarantees to Plaintiffs of admission to 

the COM. 

34.    CNU aggressively marketed its BS-MD Program. On information and belief, it 

targeted minority students, including Plaintiffs and most or all Class Members. CNU promoted its 

BS-MD Program through its website, course catalogs, program brochures, in-person statements 

made to prospective students and parents, and recorded audio and video presentations. 
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35.    Prospective students, including Plaintiffs and Class members, repeatedly heard 

CNU’s core promise that enrolling in the BS-MD Program and meeting all the objective 

academic requirements entitled them to a reserved seat in the COM. Even as of last week, the 

school’s (admittedly out of date) website boasted: 

What percentage of students in your Combined Pathways (BS-MD and BS-PharmD) 

have completed the program and progressed to the Colleges of Medicine or 

Pharmacy? 

Twenty-two students started our Combined Pathways in 2016. One student in the BS-MD 

and one student in the BS-PharmD program decided that they wanted to pursue other 

majors. The other 20 students are progressing successfully. Our 2+4 students will be 

progressing to the Colleges of Medicine and Pharmacy in the fall of 2018. 

https://healthsciences.cnsu.edu/admissions/faqs.php 

36.    At forums for prospective students and their parents, CNU told Plaintiffs and Class 

members they had “reserved spots” in the medical school if they entered the BS-MD Program and 

completed the Requirements. Plaintiffs and each of them heard and relied on these promises.  

37.    In one such presentation Dr. Xiaodong Feng, CNU’s Vice President for 

Admissions and Student Services ("Feng"), made remarks to prospective students and parents at 

an open house for prospective students and their families on or about January 27, 2018. See 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wkFgyg5Tc8z0LoXbGJMFgjmUCby1vPAh/view?usp=sharing 

("Feng presentation"). Beginning in the second minute of the Feng presentation, Feng referred to 

the accelerated BS to MD program and stated that CNU’s medical school holds a seat for College 

of Health Sciences students who enrolled in the combined degree program. Feng further stated 

that once students finish the BS program and meet the requirements, "they have a spot already 

reserved [for them] in the medical school."  

38.    Below are transcribed excerpts of the Feng presentation. 

(00:14) [(min:sec)] Now let's talk about what miracles we have 

created. Like I mentioned, you know, we have the comprehensive 

structure. Our university actually focuses on the health care. 

https://healthsciences.cnsu.edu/admissions/faqs.php
file:///G:/Shared%20drives/Client%20Files/Anwar,%20Ali/Drafts/210311%20Anwar%20v%20CNU%20complaint.docx
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(00:24) We have the MD, the 4-year MD program, 4-year PharmD 

program, and then we have the combined 2+4, 3+4, 4+4, you know, 

BS-MD, BS-PharmD program. 

(00:47) I can tell you, you're here today is actually the best 

investment for the future of your children. (00:52) We're talking 

about you're going to win a big lottery, ranging from about a 

quarter million dollars to twenty-five million dollars. Why? 

(01:04) You think about the BS-MD, the 2+4, 3+4. 2+4 program, 

all these students actually they have early assurance. I just renewed 

the contract with [indistinct] LCME for our medical school. (01:19) 

So I saved you a spot for our medical, for our BS-MD students. 

And once they finished the program, you know, 2 years, 3 years, 4 

years here, and they meet the requirements, (01:27) and they have a 

spot already reserved in the medical school. That's amazing, right?  

(01:33) So that means for 2+4 students, you guys can use the 

calculation. You save two years of undergrad, you graduate early, 2 

years from medical school. You add up how much tuition you are 

going to save (01:47) and you earn two years salary of a physician 

earlier compared to your peers. (01:52) So that's like easily half a 

million dollars, right? That's why I'm talking about, you know, this 

is a miracle. 

39.    Plaintiffs and the Class members each heard either this particular presentation or a 

substantially similar one.  

40.    CNU distributed to prospective students, including Plaintiffs and each of them, a 

printed marketing brochure entitled, "BS-MD Combined Programs," attached hereto as Exhibit 3. 

The brochure said: 

Once the student has completed the coursework requirements [in 

the College of Health Sciences], met the benchmarks [the 

Requirements], they have the opportunity to matriculate to the 

College of Medicine to complete their degree programs. 

Is my seat reserved at the College of Medicine? 

YES! 

Once a student is admitted to the combined programs, a seat 

will be reserved for the student in the planned matriculation year 

for the College of Medicine. All required coursework must be 

completed, benchmarks must be met, and the interview passed to 

complete matriculation to the College of Medicine. 

41.    Students were systematically told the interview was a formality. 
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42.    CNU students in the first three matriculated cohorts in the BS-MD Program, those 

entering the COM in 2018, 2019, and 2020 all received the benefits they were promised. The first 

cohort of Plaintiffs and Class members, the BS-MD Program students entering 2018, however, 

have not. Theirs is the first cohort where BS-MD Program enrollees who met the Requirements 

did not uniformly receive their "reserved spots" in CNU's medical school but rather were rejected 

or put on a waitlist. On information and belief, Plaintiffs are three of 18 students in the BS-MD 

Program class entering in 2018 who currently are in this position. 

43.    Plaintiffs and Class members enrolled in the BS-MD Program, paid tuition and 

fees, made CNU look good by being excellent students, met the Requirements, but were denied 

admission to the COM or put on a waitlist, without any explanation of why the promises they had 

relied upon in enrolling and attending CNU were not being honored.  

44.    Following a review of CNU program advertising and an on-campus inspection on 

April 26, 2018, the BPPE issued CNU a citation on July 19, 2019 for violating California Educ. 

Code § 94936 and 94932 ("BPPE Citation"). Among other items, the BPPE Citation ordered 

CNU to cease offering the BS-MD Program because it was not approved by the BPPE. CNU 

appealed the BPPE Citation, and on November 20, 2019 the BPPE maintained its order that CNU 

stop marketing a combined BS-MD Program. 

45.    CNU did not inform Plaintiffs and Class members that (1) it was offering an 

educational program that was not approved by the BPPE, or (2) the BS-MD Program Plaintiffs 

and Class members were enrolled in was not approved by the BPPE. 

46.    In fact, Dr. Alvin Cheung, CNU's President and CEO ("Cheung"), sometime after 

the BPPE Citation was first issued and made public, in an undated letter addressed to "CHS 

Students and Families"  ("Cheung Letter"), sought to "put your mind[s] at ease" regarding recent 

press reports about the BPPE Citation. The Cheung Letter, attached hereto as Exhibit 4, 

disingenuously recharacterized the BS-MD Program as a "pathway," implying that CNU had 

always called its BS-MD Program a "pathway"—but it had not. Cheung told students that the 

separate BS and MD programs were "approved by BPPE" but did not inform students that the 

combined BS-MD Program they had enrolled in was, and had always been, not approved by 
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BPPE. Still, the Cheung Letter, seeking to reassure BS-MD program students and their parents, 

reiterated CNU's marketing that "a reserved seat" is kept in the COM for students in the BS-MD 

Program who meet the "relevant academic benchmarks", i.e., the Requirements. The Cheung 

Letter said:  

CNU would like to reiterate that the BS and MD programs are each 

approved by our regional accreditor WSCUC and by BPPE. 

Students enrolled in the BS-to-MD and BS-to-PharmD educational 

pathways will matriculate into the BS program at CNU's College of 

Health Sciences, taking the prescribed curriculum. Upon successful 

achievement of the relevant academic benchmarks and the meeting 

of professional standards and admissions criteria, students will have 

the opportunity to progress into the College of Medicine or 

Pharmacy, occupying a reserved seat, and ultimately being 

awarded both the BS degree and the MD or PharmD degree. 

[emphasis added] 

47.    While CNU now seeks to distance itself from its past representations regarding its 

“combined” BS-MD Program and the “reserved seats” it was holding for BS-MD Program 

students, CNU’s past representations to Plaintiffs and Class members violated LCME Rule 10.6 

(“Content of Informational Materials”), which provides, in pertinent part:  “A medical school’s 

academic bulletin and other informational, advertising, and recruitment materials present a 

balanced and accurate representation of the mission and objectives of the medical education 

program….” (Emphasis added.) Telling students they had reserved seats in the COM upon 

satisfying objective criteria is neither balanced nor accurate if in fact there were no such reserved 

seats upon satisfying those criteria, as CNU now contends. 

48.    As is often the case with for-profit undergraduate schools, Plaintiffs' and Class 

members' CNU credits are non-transferable or not fully transferable to other institutions of higher 

education, such as the University of California. See Exhibit 5 attached hereto. Plaintiffs and Class 

members will be unable to use their CNU coursework and BS degree to successfully apply to 

most reputable medical schools. 

49.    Plaintiffs and Class members have each paid more than $100,000 in tuition to 

CNU based on CNU's false promises that meeting the Requirements would ensure their 

admission to the medical school at CNU. That money has been wasted.   
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50.    Plaintiffs and Class members could have obtained a Bachelor of Science degree 

from numerous superior universities, and/or otherwise obtained comparable educational services 

for less money, and could have obtained rather than forgone valuable federal student aid. (On 

information and believe, CNU has avoided qualifying for federal student aid to avoid being 

subject to federal regulation and jurisdiction, in furtherance of its fraud.)  

51.    Plaintiffs and Class members would not have attended CNU or paid its high tuition 

solely for a BS degree from CNU. They would not have attended CNU or paid such tuition if not 

for CNU's repeated false assurances and representations that if they met CNU’s specified 

objective criteria upon finishing their undergraduate degree, they would have a reserved spot 

waiting for them in CNU's medical school. 

52.    Plaintiff Ali Anwar inquired about the rejection of his medical school application 

and CNU continued its pattern of fraudulent misrepresentations. In the email responding to his 

inquiry (the "CNU email"), CNU denied the truth of its previous representations about the 

“combined program,” on which Plaintiffs and Class members had relied, and stated, contrary to 

those representations:  

Please understand that both the MD program and the BS program 

are separate programs. When a student enrolls in a pathway this 

does not guarantee admission into the MD program. For pathway 

students, all criteria provided to you by California Northstate 

University College of Health Sciences upon matriculation into the 

pathway noted in the catalog must be met. Unfortunately, you 

receiving a declination should reassure you that all of the criteria 

were indeed not met. 

53.    These statements were and are false. First, the program was in fact a combined 

program, as represented to Plaintiffs and Class members repeatedly, both orally and in writing, 

both before they enrolled and throughout their enrollment, as they continued to pay more than 

$33,000 a year, plus fees and costs, in reliance on CNU's assurances and promises. Second, 

Plaintiffs and Class members did meet all of the Requirements that they were repeatedly told 

would ensure “reserved seats” in the COM, before not being admitted to the COM. Tellingly, 

CNU did not identify in the CNU email which of the seven criteria were not met. 

54.    CNU's declination letters or emails responsive to student inquiries do not 
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“reassure” Plaintiffs and Class members that any such criteria were “indeed” not met, because the 

truth is otherwise. CNU's response to Plaintiff Ali Anwar's inquiry merely exemplifies CNU's 

willingness to disregard the truth and break its promises to students.   

55.    Plaintiffs and Class members have spent more than $100,000 each for credits and a 

degree that are not readily transferable or useful in seeking admission to other medical schools. 

They are the duped victims of CNU's unfair, unlawful, and fraudulent business practices. 

Plaintiffs and Class members are entitled to restitution of all funds paid to CNU, damages for the 

lost time and money they gave up in attending CNU when they could instead have been attending 

other, more reputable, and/or less costly educational institutions, or engaging in gainful 

employment. They are entitled to damages for their distress, damages for the loss of income they 

will suffer as a result of their delayed careers and the potential they will not be admitted to 

medical school, and punitive damages sufficient to deter CNU from engaging in such conduct in 

the future. 

Individual allegations of Plaintiff Ali Anwar 

56.    Plaintiff Ali Anwar ("Anwar") was a high school student in 2017 when he decided 

to go to college to become a doctor, just like his older sister. He researched his post-high-school 

opportunities, including undergraduate programs at University of California campuses at 

Berkeley, Davis, and Los Angeles. Like his sister who had enrolled in the same CNU BS-MD 

Program two years earlier, Anwar enrolled in the CNU BS-MD seven-year program on or about 

November 10, 2017 and started classes on or about June 14, 2018. He started classes in the same 

year his sister matriculated at the COM as a member of the first cohort of CNU BS-MD Program 

students.  

57.    Anwar chose CNU because it offered him a combined seven-year educational 

program culminating in a Doctor of Medicine degree. Anwar knew from his sister's experience, 

and the promises made to her and kept, that the BS-MD Program he enrolled in would guarantee 

him admission to the COM provided he met the academic requirements. 

58.    Before enrolling at CNU, on or about August 10, 2017, Anwar and his mother met 

with Cheryl Herrera, CNU's Director of Student Success and Career Services ("Herrera"), at the 
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College of Health Sciences campus offices. When Anwar asked Herrera at this meeting if 

anything about the BS-MD Program had changed since his sister had enrolled two years earlier, 

Herrera said nothing had changed; students in the BS-MD Program were still guaranteed 

admission to the COM if they met the objective academic requirements.  

59.    Anwar met every criteria required of the CNU BS-MD Program to continue and 

obtain his medical doctorate degree at the COM (all Requirements). He completed the 

prerequisite coursework and COM activity requirements. His cumulative GPA is 3.82 and he 

received an MCAT score of 513. He applied for admission to the COM on November 5, 2020. He 

completed his COM interview on January 8, 2021. 

60.    Based on his sister's experience and the representation made to him by CNU, 

Anwar reasonably expected to be admitted to the COM, complete his BS degree at the end of his 

first year of matriculation at the COM, and obtain his MD four years later, as promised to him by 

CNU. 

61.    However, in a CNU letter dated February 5, 2021, and emailed to him the same 

day, Anwar learned that his application to the COM had been rejected and without explanation. In 

the following weeks Anwar tried, to no avail, to get CNU to give him a legitimate explanation for 

his surprising rejection in the face of the promises on which he had relied.  

62.    After three years of intense academic effort, Anwar has no Bachelor of Science 

degree and no admission to medical school. His coursework credits will not transfer to a 

University of California campus and, if he finishes the CNU BS program, he will have a degree 

from CNU that will not make his application to non-CNU medical schools competitive with his 

peers who attended established and respected colleges like those in the University of California. 

Allegations of Plaintiff Rahul Ramakrishnan 

63.    Plaintiff Rahul Ramakrishna ("Ramakrishnan") attended open houses presented by 

CNU to prospective students in 2017 and 2018. He had looked at and was accepted at other 

postsecondary schools including George Washington University, New Jersey Institute of 

Technology, and Stony Brook University. Two of these other schools had offered him significant 

scholarships. 
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64.    Ramakrishnan attended two CNU open houses, on or about October 21, 2017 and 

January 27, 2018. During both open houses the information given by CNU was substantively the 

same. During a CNU open house he attended with his father on or about January 27, 2018, 

Ramakrishnan heard Dr. Ziaodong Feng ("Feng") tell the audience that the medical school 

interview, one of the seven requirements for BS-MD students to be admitted to the COM, was "a 

formality" and "the students will do fine."  

65.    During that same January 27, 2018 open house, Ramakrishnan also heard Feng tell 

students and parents that BS-MD Program students "will have a reserved seat at the medical 

school." 

66.    Ramakrishnan relied on these statements in deciding to enroll at CNU. 

67.    Ramakrishnan chose CNU because of its accelerated BS-MD Program and 

because it was located in California only hours from his parents' home. He was excited by the 

prospect of completing his MD in seven years and earning a physician's salary a year earlier than 

most students. 

68.    Ramakrishnan enrolled in the CNU BS-MD seven-year program on or about 

November 7, 2017 and started classes on or about August 27, 2018. 

69.    On or about January 31, 2020, Ramakrishnan received the Cheung Letter and 

noted that Cheung maintained that the BS and MD programs remained accredited by WCSUC 

and approved by BPPE. He felt reassured that he would still have a seat reserved for him at the 

COM when he completed his undergraduate prerequisites, relied on that letter, and proceeded at 

CNU. 

70.     On February 1, 2019 Ramakrishnan read the brochure entitled "BS-MD 

Combined Programs" that he saw lying at the front desk of the College of Health Sciences. This 

brochure asked and answered the question, "Is my seat reserved at the College of Medicine?" 

"YES!". This brochure was substantially similar to written admissions (sales and marketing) 

materials received, seen, and/or reviewed by Plaintiffs and the Class. 

71.    In 2019, Ramakrishnan worked as a student admissions recruiter and ambassador 

for the front desk where, as instructed by his supervisors, and like others in the position, he called 
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prospective students and told each student “as long as you get the 510 MCAT, 3.5 GPA, and 

complete the formality interview, you will be given admission” to the COM.  

72.    On or about May 29, 2020 Ramakrishnan submitted information to the American 

Medical College Application Service ("AMCAS"), the service used by most U.S. medical schools 

as the primary application method for their first-year entering classes. Ramakrishnan received the 

"AMCAS Report – 2021 Entering Class" dated August 17, 2020 ("AMCAS Report"), showing 

his submission entries, academic transcripts, and medical schools he was applying to. Under the 

section entitled "Designated Programs" on Page 13 of the Report, the "Program Type" listed for 

"School Name – California Northstate University College of Medicine" is "Combined 

Bachelors/Medical Degree." Under "School Name – University of California, Davis, School of 

Medicine," the Program Type is "Regular M.D." CNU had given this information to its medical 

school's application processing service such that it appeared on the AMCAS drop-down menu. 

Excerpts from the AMCAS Report are attached hereto as Exhibit 6. 

73.    Ramakrishnan met every criteria required of the CNU BS-MD Program (the 

Requirements). He completed the prerequisite coursework and COM activity requirements. His 

cumulative GPA is 3.93, and he received an MCAT score of greater than 510. He applied for 

admission to the COM on August 21, 2020, and he completed the COM admissions interview.  

74.    Ramakrishnan learned, in a CNU letter dated February 25, 2021 and emailed to 

him the same day, that his application to the COM had been rejected. 

Allegations of Plaintiff Kyle M. Go 

75.    Plaintiff Kyle M. Go, a resident of Florida, had been accepted to the University of 

South Florida's combined BS-MD program, but he chose CNU, despite being far from his home 

and despite its high tuition cost, because he believed CNU’s promise of guaranteed admission to 

its COM if he the Requirements, as he had read on CNU's website before he enrolled. 

76.    Go received an acceptance letter from CNU dated October 25, 2017 ("Go 

Acceptance Letter"). The Go Acceptance Letter, attached hereto as Exhibit 7, said, "we are 

pleased to inform you that you have been selected for admission to the undergraduate 3+4 BS-

MD Combined Programs." The letter continued, "As you know, we are the only university in 
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California that offers the BS-MD Combined Programs so you and your family should be very 

proud that you have been selected for a space in this program." 

77.    On or about June 11, 2018, two days before he started classes at CNU, Go 

attended a presentation by Heather Brown, Dean of the College of Health Sciences ("Brown"). 

Go heard Brown tell newly enrolled students that students who meet the BS-MD academic 

program requirements "will receive a spot in the College of Medicine."  

78.    Go enrolled in the CNU BS-MD seven-year program on or about April 15, 2018 

and started classes on or about June 13, 2018. 

79.    Go's Student Enrollment Agreement ("Enrollment Agreement"), attached hereto as 

Exhibit 8, stated on page 1 that "[t]he 3+4 and 2+4 Combined Programs each require additional 

coursework after the dates described above [in the chart of "Period of Attendance until 

Completion of Program"] in order to complete the requirements for a Bachelors Degree. In 

confirming the "combined" nature of the BS-MD program, CNU explained to students that the 

fourth year of the BS degree course requirements was completed during the first year of 

matriculation at the COM, on the separate campus of the COM.  

80.    Go met the Requirements. He completed the prerequisite coursework and COM 

activity requirements. His cumulative undergraduate GPA is 4.0, and he received an MCAT score 

of greater than 510. He applied for admission to the COM on September 14, 2020. 

81.    Consistent with prior representations, at Go’s COM admissions interview on 

January 8, 2021, his interviewer, Ankita Dharmendran, told him "if you have the GPA and 

MCAT, as well as being present at the interview, then you will get into the COM." 

82.    Go learned, by a CNU letter dated February 25, 2021, that his COM application 

had been rejected. 

83.    As shown above, CNU’s administration, including the administration of the COM, 

have demonstrated a willingness to defraud and mislead students, prospective students, and 

certifying bodies.  

84.    This is a pattern and practice. Defendants even mislead local government bodies to 

suit their purposes. Catherine F. Yang, Associate Dean of Medical Education for CNU’s COM 
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("Yang") is in charge of COM admissions and, on information and belief, responsible in part for 

Defendants’ refusal to perform consistent with their promises to Plaintiffs and Class members.  

85.    Yang attended a City Council meeting in Elk Grove, where the COM is presently 

located, and purporting to have no role at CNU—she introduced herself as “a private citizen”—

she masqueraded as an ordinary Elk Grove resident supporting the construction of CNU’s 

proposed hospital, in the face of many real (non-CNU-affiliated) Elk Grove residents who were 

opposed given the effect on displaced local businesses and residents. In her comments, Yang 

concealed her role as the COM's Associate Dean of Medical Education and her direct financial 

interest in the building of the hospital, instead telling the City Council, among other things, that 

she and neighbors had heard about the building of a new hospital and were excited about it for a 

variety of reasons unrelated to her role at CNU. Yang’s remarks were videotaped and are 

accessible here:  https://elkgrovelagunanews.com/2019/01/26/proposed-elk-grove-hospital-faces-

more-controversy/   

First Cause of Action  

Breach of Contract 

86.    Plaintiffs incorporate all preceding and following paragraphs as though repeated 

here. 

87.    Plaintiffs and Class members entered into implied contracts with CNU wherein 

they agreed to attend CNU’s combined BS-MD Program and pay tuition to CNU, and CNU 

agreed to admit Plaintiffs and Class members to the COM if the students met the Requirements. 

88.    Plaintiff and Class members performed all of the acts and conditions required of 

them under the contracts except those acts and conditions, if any, that CNU either prevented or 

excused them from performing by its own conduct.  

89.    CNU breached the contract by failing to admit Plaintiffs and Class members to the 

COM despite their satisfaction of the Requirements that CNU had promised, guaranteed, and 

agreed would allow them to take their “reserved seats” in the COM.  

90.    As a proximate result of CNU’s breach of contract, Plaintiffs and Class members 

have been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial. 

https://elkgrovelagunanews.com/2019/01/26/proposed-elk-grove-hospital-faces-more-controversy/
https://elkgrovelagunanews.com/2019/01/26/proposed-elk-grove-hospital-faces-more-controversy/
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Second Cause of Action  

Fraud 

91.    Plaintiffs incorporate all preceding and following paragraphs as though repeated 

here. 

92.    As a new university with a new medical school, CNU needed a hook to attract 

prospective doctors. It marketed an accelerated program that combined undergraduate (BS) 

education with graduate medical (MD) education, seeking to induce reliance. Most prospective 

doctors spend eight years to attain their undergraduate and medical degrees. CNU offered its 

students the same goal in six or seven years. It promised students who enrolled in the BS-MD 

Program "a reserved seat" in its College of Medicine, provided they met and completed objective 

academic requirements.   

93.    CNU’s promises to Plaintiffs and Class members were false and were made 

without the intention to honor them.  

94.    CNU knew when it offered students the BS-MD Program that the combined 

program had not been approved by the BPPE. And CNU knew it was unlawful for it to offer an 

unapproved program. 

95.    CNU offered, advertised, and sold the BS-MD Program despite knowing it was 

unlawful to so, and that it did not intend to honor its promises. 

96.    CNU intended to attract new and better students by offering the unapproved BS-

MD Program. All of CNU’s marketing emphasized the economic advantage to prospective 

students to enroll in the accelerated educational program of CNU's BS-MD Program: less time in 

school, less tuition expense, and you start earning doctors' wages sooner.  

97.    On information and belief, CNU also targeted its sales and marketing to minority 

communities. 

98.    Plaintiffs and the Class members heard the presentations by CNU administrators 

encouraging them to enroll in the BS-MD Program. They read the BS-MD Program brochure. 

They saw the CNU catalog. They listened to what CNU administrators told them in person. They 
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did not know the truth about CNU's unapproved BS-MD Program. They did not know that CNU 

would renege on its promise of a reserved seat in the COM and was, as is now clear, reserving the 

right to disregard that promise when it became convenient to disregard it. 

99.    Plaintiffs and Class members relied on CNU's promises in deciding to enroll in the 

BS-MD Program and had no reason to suspect that CNU was lying to them. They had other 

educational opportunities that they would have pursued had they known the truth. They chose 

CNU based on the representations made to them. 

100.     Alternatively, to the extent the BS-MD Program was not, in fact, a combined 

program that entitled Plaintiffs and Class members to a reserved seat in the COM—as CNU now 

contends—CNU misrepresented, concealed, and failed to disclose that fact, which was material. 

CNU was aware of the nature of its program, and Plaintiffs and Class members had no reason to 

know or believe that the program was anything other than what CNU told them. Especially given 

CNU’s contrary oral and written representations, CNU had a duty to disclose the truth if its 

current position—that admission to the COM was not guaranteed to BS-MD Program students 

who met the Requirements—as, or more prominently as, it elsewhere said otherwise. 

101.    CNU was bound by its above-alleged promises and statements, and applicable law, 

to make any contradictory disclosures in as prominent a manner as it make its bold contrary 

marketing statements of guaranteed admission. If it intended to reserve the right to reject 

Plaintiffs and the Class from COM admission based on subjective factors, such as the interview, it 

was legally obliged to say so at least as clearly and prominently as it had suggested otherwise. If 

this was not a combined program as it said, it was legally obliged to say so at least as clearly and 

prominently as it has said otherwise—over, and over, and over again.  

102.    Had Plaintiffs known that the BS-MD Program was just a “pathway” to the COM 

and admission included subjective elements so that they might unexpectedly be denied, rather 

than a combined program entitling Plaintiffs and Class members to a reserved COM seat if they 

met the Requirements, Plaintiffs and the Class would not have enrolled in CNU.   

103.    As a direct and proximate result of CNU's fraud perpetrated against them, 

Plaintiffs and Class members have been damaged in a sum to be proven at trial. 
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104.    Defendants' herein-alleged wrongful acts and omissions, and each of them, were 

knowingly, willfully, intentionally, maliciously, oppressively, and fraudulently undertaken with 

the express purpose and intention of defrauding Plaintiffs and Class members, and each of them, 

all to the substantial financial benefit of Defendants, and each of them, entitling Plaintiffs and 

Class members to punitive damages. 

Third Cause of Action  

Cancellation of Instrument Pursuant to Civil Code § 3412 

105.    Plaintiffs incorporate all preceding and following paragraphs as though repeated 

here. 

106.    Plaintiffs and Class members each signed a "Bachelor of Science in Health 

Sciences Student Enrollment Agreement" (hereinafter "CNU Enrollment Agreement"). 

107.    The CNU Enrollment Agreement constitutes an "enrollment agreement" under 

Calif. Educ. Code § 94886 because it is a "written contract between a student and institution 

concerning an educational program." 

108.    An enrollment agreement under Educ. Code § 94886 is not enforceable if at the 

time of the execution of the enrollment agreement, the institution does not hold a valid approval 

to operate the program in which the student is enrolling. Educ. Code § 94902(b)(2). 

109.    The CNU Enrollment Agreement described the various versions of the BS-MD 

Program as "Combined Programs" and each Plaintiff and Class member selected the specific 

Combined Program in which they had chosen to enroll..  

110.    The BPPE had not approved CNU's BS-MD Program at the time Plaintiffs and 

Class members signed their respective Enrollment Agreements and selected the specific BS-MD 

Program they chose to enroll in. 

111.    Because CNU did not have BPPE approval to enroll students in a combined BS-

MD Program at the time Plaintiffs and Class members signed their respective Enrollment 

Agreements, these agreements are void and not enforceable. At Plaintiffs’ election, which 

election Plaintiffs hereby reserve for the appropriate time, CNU must, without limitation, 

immediately return all tuition paid. 
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Fourth Cause of Action  

Violation of the Consumers Legal Remedies Act, Civ. Code § 1750, et seq. 

112.    Plaintiffs incorporate all preceding and following paragraphs as though repeated 

here. 

113.    The Consumers Legal Remedies Act (the "CLRA") creates a non-exclusive 

statutory remedy for unfair methods of competition and unfair or deceptive acts or business 

practices. See Reveles v. Toyota by the Bay, 57 Cal.App.4th 1139, 1164 (1997). Its self-declared 

purpose is to protect consumers against unfair and deceptive business practices and to provide 

efficient and economical procedures to secure such protection. Cal. Civil Code § 1760. The 

CLRA was designed to be liberally construed and applied in favor of consumers to promote its 

underlying purposes. Id. 

114.    Defendants have violated paragraphs 5 and 14 of Cal. Civ. Code § 1770(a) by 

engaging in the unfair and/or deceptive acts and practices set forth herein. Defendants' unfair and 

deceptive business practices were and are undertaken in transactions with consumers that were 

and are intended to and did and do result in the purchase of the Defendants' educational services 

by consumers, including Plaintiffs and Class members, in violation of the CLRA. Cal. Civil Code 

§ 1770, et seq. 

115.    Defendants unlawfully and deceptively marketed a combined BS-MD Program to 

prospective students when such a program had not been, and is still not, approved by the BPPE, 

and/or did not exist (as CNU now claims). Only the BS program had received BPPE approval, not 

the combined program marketed to Plaintiff and Class members. Defendants therefore violated 

Civ. Code § 1770(1)(5). 

116.    Defendants further misled and defrauded prospective BS-MD Program students by 

telling them that by enrolling in the BS-MD Program, they would gain a reserved seat at the 

COM upon successful completion of the Requirements, when in fact CNU was not holding a seat 

for them (so CNU now says). Defendants therefore violated Civ. Code § 1770(1)(5). 

117.    As a result of Defendants' CLRA violations, Plaintiffs and Class members have 

suffered damage and lost money in that they paid for services that were not as represented, but 
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were substantially inferior. Plaintiffs and Class members seek and are entitled to an order 

enjoining Defendants from continuing to engage in the unfair and deceptive business practices 

alleged herein.  

118.    On March 9, 2021 Plaintiffs gave notice to CNU pursuant to the CLRA. A true and 

correct copy of that notice is attached hereto as Exhibit 9. Defendant has, to date, failed and 

refused to remedy its actions. 

119.    Plaintiffs intend to amend this cause of action to add a claim for damages in the 

event Defendants do not remedy their unlawful conduct in the time permitted by law, as requested 

by Plaintiffs prior to filing suit. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this complaint, 

Plaintiffs do not currently seek damages under the CLRA, but will amend to do so if CNU does 

not timely remedy its conduct within the statutorily required time allowed and in response to 

Plaintiffs’ notice. 

Fifth Cause of Action for Violation of the Unfair Competition Law,  

Bus. & Prof. Code § 17200, et seq. 

120.    Plaintiffs incorporate all preceding and following paragraphs as though repeated 

here.  Plaintiffs have standing as they have lost money or property by paying substantial tuition 

and fees for educational services that were not as billed. 

121.    The Unfair Competition Law (“UCL”), Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17200, et seq., 

prohibits any unlawful, unfair or fraudulent business practice. 

122.    Defendants are “persons” under the UCL. 

123.    Defendants’ conduct alleged above constitutes unfair, unlawful and fraudulent acts 

and practices as defined by Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code §§ 17200, et seq. 

124.    Defendants’ conduct alleged above was and is "unlawful" because it violates the 

law, including but not limited to Civil Code §§ 1709-1710, Cal. Educ. Code §§ 94894 and 94896, 

and the CLRA, as alleged above, and also constitutes common law fraud.  

125.    Defendants’ conduct toward Plaintiffs and the class was and is “unfair” because it 

impaired fair competition within the subject educational market, violated the policy or spirit of 

federal and state antitrust laws, and otherwise harmed competition. Defendants' actions were 
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deceptive, sharp, immoral, unethical, oppressive, unscrupulous, substantially injurious, and 

operate to the competitive disadvantage of other schools that do not engage in such practices. 

(Each and all Plaintiffs and class members would have enrolled and paid tuition elsewhere but for 

CNU’s deceptive sales and marketing.) Moreover, the injury to Plaintiffs and Class members was 

substantial and outweighs the utility of Defendants' practices. 

126.    Defendants’ conduct also was and is “fraudulent” under the UCL (i.e., likely to 

mislead a reasonable person) because, as alleged above, Defendants made false statements and 

withheld material facts that were material to a reasonable person and in a manner that was 

reasonably likely to mislead a reasonable person. Plaintiffs and the Class members each and all 

were in fact misled, to their substantial detriment.  

127.    As a result of Defendants’ UCL violations, Plaintiffs and Class members have 

suffered injury in fact and lost money or property in an amount to be proven, as alleged above. 

Plaintiffs and Class members are entitled to restitution of the tuition and other monies paid to 

Defendants and to an injunction to stop Defendants from continuing their wrongful practices.  

Sixth Cause of Action for Declaratory Relief 

128.    Plaintiffs incorporate all preceding and following paragraphs as though repeated 

here. 

129.    As set forth in detail above, there is an actual controversy between Plaintiffs and 

Defendants regarding the validity and enforceability of the Enrollment Agreements. Plaintiffs 

contend that the Enrollment Agreements are, at their election (and the election of each Class 

member), unenforceable in their entirety based (without limitation) on CNU’s failure to obtain 

BPPE approval to operate a BS-MD Program and on CNU’s above-alleged fraud. Pursuant to 

Code of Civil Procedure § 1060, Plaintiffs and the Class are entitled to and hereby seek a 

declaration that: (i) they are entitled to admission to the medical school upon meeting the 

Requirements, and without any additional requirements or subjective requirements being 

imposed; (ii) at their election, all the Enrollment Agreements are void, voidable, and/or 

unenforceable in their entirety, or in such part as the Court may determine, entitling Plaintiffs 

(without limitation) to immediate restitution of all tuition and fees paid to CNU. 
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for judgment against Defendants as follows: 

1. For compensatory damages according to proof (except on the CLRA cause of action); 

2. For restitution of all tuition and fees paid (upon Plaintiffs timely and hereby reserved 

election to cancel and/or rescind their enrollment agreements);  

3. For prejudgment interest, in an amount according to proof, including but not limited to as 

authorized by Civil Code §§3287(b) and 3289;  

4. For specific performance by Defendants to admit Plaintiffs and all class members to the 

the COM; 

5. For a court order enjoining Defendants from continuing to deny admission to students 

who they promised they would admit to the COM; 

6. For exemplary damages according to proof; 

7. For an order holding that Defendants have been unjustly enriched and requiring 

Defendants to compensate Plaintiffs in the amount of that unjust enrichment; 

8. For injunctive relief as permitted by the Unfair Competition Law and the CLRA, to stop 

Defendants from continuing their unfair, unlawful and fraudulent practices; 

9. For attorneys fees and costs pursuant to Civ. Code § 1780 and the private attorney general 

doctrine, and not pursuant to contract; 

10. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper. 

 

DATED:  March 25, 2021 

 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED,  

 

 GALLO LLP 

By:   
 Ray E. Gallo 

Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
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DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 

Plaintiffs hereby demand a jury trial of all issues, claims, and causes of action so triable. 

 

DATED:  March 25, 2021 

 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED,  

 

 GALLO LLP 

By:   
 Ray E. Gallo 

Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
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THE PROVISIONS OF THIS CATALOG REFLECT  

INFORMATION AS OF THE DATE OF PUBLICATION. 

 

NOTICE: 

 

This University General Catalog is not a contract nor an offer to enter  

into a contract and is updated on an annual basis. While every effort  

is made to ensure the accuracy of the information provided in this  

University General Catalog, it must be understood that all courses,  

course descriptions, designations of instructors, curricular and degree  

requirements and other academic information described herein are  

subject to change or elimination at any time without notice or published  

amendment to this catalog. In addition, California Northstate University 

reserves the right to make changes at any time, without prior notice,  

to programs, policies, procedures and information, which are described 

in this University General Catalog only as a convenience to its readers.  

Fees and all other charges are subject to change at any time without notice.  

Students should consult the appropriate academic or administrative department,  

college, or other service provider for currently accurate information on any  

matters described in this University General Catalog; contact information is 

available at http://www.cnsu.edu/ 

 

As a prospective student, you are encouraged to review this catalog 

prior to signing an enrollment agreement. You are also encouraged  

to review the School Performance Fact Sheet, which must be provided  

to you prior to signing an enrollment agreement. 

 

IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE INDIVIDUAL STUDENT TO BECOME  

FAMILIAR WITH THE ANNOUNCEMENTS AND REGULATIONS OF THE  

UNIVERSITY PRINTED IN THIS GENERAL CATALOG. 

 

California Northstate University will provide assistance to the visually impaired regarding the information contained in this catalog. 

Questions should be directed to the office or department concerned. 

 

The 2018-2019 University General Catalog covers the academic year from June 1, 2018 to May 31, 2019. 
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Academic Programs 
Overview  
The College of Health Sciences offers an undergraduate 

program leading to the Bachelor of Health Sciences (B.S.) 

degree. CHS has combined degree programs with California 

Northstate University’s College of Medicine and the College 

of Pharmacy. 

Bachelor of Science (BS) 
In the undergraduate Bachelor of Science (BS) in Health 

Sciences program, students may choose from three 

concentrations within the program: Human Biology, 

Biopsychology, and Health Science Administration. Each 

concentration has a defined curriculum progressing from 

introductory to advanced courses. All concentrations include 

the same General Education (GE) requirements that fulfill a 

common set of learning outcomes spanning communication 

and critical thinking skills, natural sciences, liberal arts, and 

the social sciences. Additionally, the three concentrations are 

aligned with specific options for career paths in healthcare. 

This comprehensive program delivers a robust university 

education that prepares graduates to think independently 

and creatively as well as training them for practical 

occupations in health science. 

Concentrations of Study Descriptions  

Human Biology: This concentration is appropriate for 

students who are seeking focused coursework in biomedical 

sciences. . It is a challenging curriculum that focuses upper 

division coursework on advanced topics of human biology 

such as functional anatomy, human genetics, microbiology, 

immunology, and pharmacology.. Students who complete 

this concentration are expected to be exceptionally well 

prepared for a variety of professional health programs and 

employment in a variety of healthcare-related professions. 

Biopsychology: This concentration is also appropriate for 

students headed for professional health programs since it 

includes many of the same rigorous basic science courses as 

the Human Biology concentration. However, students 

following this plan of study choose from a suite of psychology 

courses in the science of human behavior, mental health and 

mental illness. Such courses include developmental 

psychology, cognitive psychology, health psychology, and 

abnormal psychology. In addition to medical school options, 

students choosing this concentration will have a strong 

academic background for graduate schools that provide 

specialized training and certification for occupations such as 

clinical psychologists, psychiatrists, and counselors. 

  

Health Science Administration: This concentration is 

offered for students who wish to work in the administrative 

side of health care delivery. The curriculum includes 

introductory science in the first year that is essential for 

understanding the basics of human biology. The second to 

fourth years of the curriculum consist of many courses 

relevant to business and management. Such courses include 

human resources management, healthcare financing, 

healthcare regulations and accreditation, and 

entrepreneurship. Students who complete this concentration 

will have a strong background in business and science to work 

as administrators, managers, and sales representatives in 

hospitals, medical insurance companies, public health 

agencies, the pharmaceutical sector, health advocacy 

foundations, and other professions. 

Bachelor of Sciences and Doctor of 

Medicine (BS-MD) 
BS-MD combined programs offer high school applicants 

multiple options to enter the professional Doctor of Medicine 

(MD) program. Some program options are designed to allow 

entering freshmen to complete their pre-medicine 

coursework and MD in an accelerated time frame if they meet 

specific criteria. Students accepted into a BS-MD combined 

programs option will begin their program of study in the 

College of Health Sciences (CHS) undergraduate program to 

complete the MD prerequisite criteria and academic 

coursework. These students will work closely with the CHS 

pre-health advisors to ensure completion of all the required 

criteria and academic course prerequisites. 

 

These students will also be required to participate in at least 

one activity per year in the CNU College of Medicine (COM) 

campus activity program. The COM campus activity program 

is designed to educate pre-medicine students about their 

future profession through community health service 

opportunities, specialty career exploration workshops, lab 

experiences, and special professional education sessions. This 

special program offers priority acceptance to the very 

competitive MD program provided they meet all the MD 

admission criteria.  

 

Students have the opportunity to complete their BS degree 

and MD degree in an accelerated time frame--six to seven 

years in addition to the traditional eight years.  

 

For the accelerated programs, at the end of the first year of 

COM coursework, the qualified BS-MD combined programs 

students who meet the graduation criteria of CHS will be 

eligible to earn the Bachelor of Science degree in Health 

Sciences. 

 

2+4 BS-MD 

Two Years Undergraduate + Four Years Doctor of Medicine. 

Students are required to take some classes in summer to fulfill 

the COM MD admissions requirements and CHS degree 

requirements for the Bachelor of Science. 

 

3+4 BS-MD 

Three Years Undergraduate + Four Years Doctor of Medicine. 

Students have the option to take some classes in summer to 

fulfill the COM MD admissions requirements and CHS degree 

requirements for the Bachelor of Science. 

 

4+4 BS-MD 

Four Years Undergraduate + Four Years Doctor of Medicine. 

Students have the option to take some classes in summer to 

fulfill the COM MD admissions requirements and CHS degree 

requirements for the Bachelor of Science. 
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Bachelor of Sciences and Doctor of 

Pharmacy (BS-PharmD) 
BS-PharmD combined programs offer high school applicants 

two options to enter the professional Doctor of Pharmacy 

(PharmD) program. Both program options are designed to 

allow entering freshmen to complete their pre-pharmacy 

coursework and PharmD in an accelerated time frame if they 

meet specific criteria. Students accepted into a BS-PharmD 

combined programs option will begin their program of study 

in the College of Health Sciences (CHS) undergraduate 

program to complete the prerequisite criteria and academic 

coursework. These students will work closely with the CHS 

pre-health advisors to ensure completion of all the required 

criteria and academic course prerequisites outlined below.  

 

These students will also be required to participate in at least 

one activity per year sponsored by CNU College of Pharmacy 

(COP). The COP campus activity is designed to educate pre-

pharmacy students about their future profession through 

community health service opportunities, specialty career 

exploration workshops, lab experiences, and special 

professional education sessions. This special program offers 

priority acceptance to the very competitive PharmD program 

provided they meet all the PharmD admission criteria. In 

addition, students have the opportunity to complete the 

Doctor of Pharmacy degree in an accelerated time frame--six 

to seven years instead of the traditional eight years.  

 

In addition, at the end of the first year of COP coursework, the 

qualified BS-PharmD combined programs students who meet 

the graduation criteria of CHS will be eligible for the Bachelor 

of Science degree in Health Sciences. 

 

2+4 BS-PharmD 

Two Years Undergraduate + Four Years Doctor of Pharmacy. 

Students are required to take some classes in summer to fulfill 

the COP PharmD admissions requirements and CHS degree 

requirements for the Bachelor of Science. 

  

3+4 BS-PharmD 

Three Years Undergraduate + Four Years Doctor of PharmD. 

Students have the option to take some classes in summer to 

fulfill the COP PharmD admissions requirements and CHS 

degree requirements for the Bachelor of Science. 

Pre-Medicine Post-Baccalaureate 
The Pre-Med Post-Baccalaureate coursework is designed to 

enhance the academic credentials and application portfolio 

of students aiming for a professional degree in the health 

professions. The post-baccalaureate provides a 

comprehensive 1-year educational experience that includes 

coursework in biomedical science and test preparation for 

medical school admission (i.e., MCAT exam).  

 

Students will complete a minimum of 27 credit hours of 

advanced undergraduate coursework in the physical and 

social sciences over the course of two semesters. Students can 

also enroll in elective courses to engage in a community 

service learning project or serve as a standardized patient in 

role-play mode with medical and pharmacy students as 

supervised by medical school faculty.   

 

Topics covered in career-building workshops for medical 

school admission include health professions seminars, MCAT 

exam skill-building and practice testing, application 

procedures (AMCAS, PHARMCAS), interview coaching, and 

portfolio fine-tuning. A comprehensive letter of 

recommendation will be provided for all students who 

complete the program. Fall admission is open through August 

31. 
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also be removed if the student achieves a GPA of 

greater than 2.0 for a full course schedule taken the 

following semester.  

3. A third semester of poor performance with a GPA less 

than 2.0 will result in official separation from the 

university and termination of the student’s enrollment 

pending the outcome of any appeals for 

consideration and readmission on a probationary 

basis. Students in this category will receive an email 

and official letter of separation at the home address 

on record.  

Course Remediation Policy  
A grade of D (letter grade of 1.0) in a course indicates a 

significant lack of understanding of the content of the course 

necessary for completion of the academic program. 

Remediation of D grades will be offered to students at the 

discretion of the Department Head and Course Instructor. 

Student eligibility for course remediation is also subject to 

verification by the Registrar. The Course Instructor will decide 

the format of the remediation exam. Students may prepare 

for the exam using a combination of self-study, tutoring, and 

meeting with the instructor. A course score of 70% or better 

after the remediation exam will be reported to the Registrar. 

If the course is not satisfactorily remediated, the original 

course grade will remain on the transcript and used in the 

calculation of the official GPA. The remediation process must 

be completed within 14 calendar days after the end of the 

term. Each CHS student is allowed a maximum of 3 course 

remediation opportunities.  

 

Course Instructors are required to contact students who have 

earned a final course grade of “D” or lower at the close of 

each semester for possible grade remediation. Such students 

are given the option of taking a remediation exam that can 

be used to convert a grade of “D” or lower to the revised 

course grade as described above. The remediation exam 

should be weighted toward course content that was not 

mastered by the student. The student will be given the 

opportunity to seek tutoring and to study for a course 

remediation exam given after the regular close of the 

semester. However, the study and exam process must be 

completed within the 14 day remediation period. Course 

instructors are not necessarily required to be present on 

campus throughout the full remediation period but are 

responsible for making necessary arrangements and 

provisions for the exam process. 

 

Academic Progression Policy 

BS in Health Sciences (BSHS) 

The BSHS program is designed to be completed in four years. 

In order for students to progress through this degree 

program they must meet certain criteria each semester and 

each academic year. These criteria are both qualitative and 

quantitative and include: 

1. Students must pass all courses that are counted 

toward degree conferral with a minimum letter grade 

of C; 

2. Students must maintain a cumulative GPA of 2.0; and 

3. Students must complete the BSHS degree 

requirements within six consecutive academic years 

(150%) from the date of the first day the student 

begins the program. Students may take up to 20 

credits per semester but may not exceed 188 total 

credit hours earned. 

Students who do not meet the above‐listed criteria are 

considered to not meet academic progression requirements, 

and will be issued a formal warning and placed on probation 

until able to meet such requirements. Students not meeting 

academic progression requirements are expected to repeat 

courses and/or complete other activities to regain good 

academic standing status. See the Course Repeat Policy, the 

Course Failure Remediation Policy, and the Academic 

Standing and Formal Warning Policy 

 

Students who do not successfully complete a course that is a 

prerequisite to a course in the next term must take the 

prerequisite course in the next term it is offered, and will not 

be able to enroll in the successive course. See the Course 
Add/Drop and Withdraw Policy. 

 

Students who earn a grade of Incomplete (I) may not enroll in 

the next course if the course in which the Incomplete was 

earned is prerequisite to a course in the next term. See the 

Grading Convention Policy. 

 

Students who take a Leave of Absence for one or more terms 

will need to enroll in the term following the leave in order to 

remain in good academic standing. All periods of leave of 

absence are included in the maximum time frame allowed 

(150%) to complete the program. See the Leave of Absence 
Policy. 

 

Students who do not earn at least a C- in a course may be 

offered the opportunity to remediate that course (or courses). 

A grade of D (letter grade of 1.0) in a course indicates a 

significant lack of understanding of the content of the course 

necessary for completion of the academic program. 

Remediation of D grades will be offered to students at the 

discretion of the Department Head and Course Instructor. If a 

course is remediated, the remediated grade earned will be 

noted on the official transcript and calculated in the 

cumulative GPA. If the course is not satisfactorily remediated, 

the student will need to repeat that course in a subsequent 

semester. See the Course Repeat Policy and Course 
Remediation Policy.  

 

Credit hours from another educational institution accepted as 

transfer credits into the BSHS program will be included as 

completed credit hours. 

 

Students who are not academically progressing may not be 

eligible for financial aid.  

BS-MD Combined Programs Progression 

The BS‐MD accelerated pathway is designed to be completed 

in either two, three or four years of prerequisite coursework 

and four years of medical school coursework. In order for 

students to progress through this accelerated pathway, they 

must meet certain criteria each semester and each academic 

year. These criteria are both qualitative and quantitative and 

include: 
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1. Students must pass all courses that are counted 

toward degree conferral with a minimum letter grade 

of C; 

2. Students must maintain a cumulative GPA of 3.50 in 

the undergraduate program and be in good 

academic and professional standing; 

3. Students must participate in at least one College of 

Medicine campus activity per year while attending the 

College of Health Sciences; 

4. Students must submit a Supplemental Application to 

the College of Medicine Office of Admission upon 

request;  

5. Students must successfully complete the College of 

Medicine Prerequisites;  

6. Students must score a 510 or higher on the MCAT; 

and  

7. Students must successfully complete the MD 

admission interview.  

 

Students who do not meet the criteria described above will 

be notified of that status at the end of each term. They are 

still able to pursue the BSHS degree and compete for medical 

school admission. They will be subject to the Progression 

Criteria for the BSHS. 

BS-PharmD Combined Programs 

Progression 

The BS‐PharmD accelerated pathway is designed to be 

completed in either two, three or four years of prerequisite 

coursework and four years of pharmacy school coursework. 

In order for students to progress through this accelerated 

pathway, they must meet certain criteria each semester and 

each academic year. These criteria are both qualitative and 

quantitative and include: 

1. Students must pass all courses that are counted 

toward degree conferral with a minimum letter grade 

of C; 

2. Students must maintain a cumulative GPA of 3.00 in 

the undergraduate program and be in good 

academic and professional standing; 

3. Students must participate in at least one College of 

Pharmacy campus activity per year while attending 

the College of Health Sciences; 

4. Students must submit a Supplemental Application to 

the College of Pharmacy Office of Admission upon 

request; 

5. Students must successfully complete the PharmD 

admission interview; 

6. Students must successfully complete the College of 

Pharmacy Prerequisites. 

 

Students who do not meet the criteria described above will 

be notified of that status at the end of each term. They are 

still able to pursue the BSHS degree and compete for 

pharmacy school admission. They will be subject to the 

Progression Criteria for the BSHS. 

 

Pre-Med Post-Baccalaureate (PMPB) 

Students who successfully complete the PMPB program with 

an overall undergraduate GPA of 3.0 or higher, CNU program 

GPA of 3.2 or higher, and an MCAT score of 510 or higher will 

be invited for an interview for admission to the CNU College 

of Medicine through AMCAS. 

 

Additionally, students who successfully complete the PMPB 

program curriculum with an overall undergraduate GPA of 2.6 

or higher, and CNU program GPA of 2.6 or higher will be 

offered an invited interview for admission to the CNU College 

of Pharmacy via PharmCAS.  

Degree Requirements for the Bachelor 

of Science in Health Sciences 
The diploma of Bachelor of Science degree in Health Sciences 

from California Northstate University shall be awarded to a 

student who has met all of the following criteria: 

1. A minimum of 120 credit hours. A maximum of 60 

credit hour units from officially transmitted AP/IB 

courses (CHS Policy 3202) and/or officially transferred 

from another institution (CHS Policy 3203) with a 

grade point of 2.0 (letter grade of C or better) may be 

counted toward this total. At least 60 credit hours 

must be from courses taken at CNUCHS. Credit hours 

from courses with a grade of D, F, AU or W are not 

counted toward the credit hour minimum for 

graduation.  

2. Pertaining to students in good standing and officially 

enrolled in accelerated pathways to Pre-Med to MD 

and Pre-Pharm to PharmD degrees, the CNU College 

of Health Sciences will accept credit hours from 

certain specified basic biomedical science courses in 

the CNU Colleges of Medicine (CNUCOM) and 

Pharmacy (CNUCOP) as substitute credit hours for 

advanced undergraduate courses in the CHS 

curriculum for the BS Degree in Health Sciences. Such 

substitute course credits accepted from CNUCOM 

and CNUCOP are not to exceed 60 credit hours. At 

least 60 credit hours must be from courses taken at 

CNUCHS.  

3. An overall grade point average of 2.0 (letter grade of 

C) or higher as calculated by the weighted average of 

all course credit units and grade points for courses 

taken at CNU.  

4. Satisfaction of the course requirements and 

associated learning outcomes. 

5. Students who complete all the recommended courses 

specific to the example curriculum of a health 

sciences area concentration such as Human Biology, 

Biopsychology and Health Science Administration 

may have the area concentration listed on the BS 

degree diploma as follows: “Bachelor of Science 

Degree in Health Sciences with a Concentration in 

Human Biology (Biopsychology, or Health Science 

Administration).” Students who do not complete all 

the undergraduate courses specific to the health 

science concentration area will be awarded the 

“Bachelor of Science Degree in Health Sciences” 

without a concentration area listed on the diploma.  

6. Students are expected to complete the Bachelor of 

Science in Health Sciences degree within six years or 

less after date of admission to the program.  

 

Any deviation from these standards must be approved by a 

majority of the voting faculty and signed by the Dean after 

consideration of supporting material. Reasons for the 

exception must be fully documented. 
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June 2020 Volume 1 

 

THE PROVISIONS OF THIS CATALOG REFLECT  

INFORMATION AS OF THE DATE OF PUBLICATION. 

 

NOTICE: 

 

This University General Catalog is not a contract nor an offer to enter  

into a contract and is updated on an annual basis. While every effort  

is made to ensure the accuracy of the information provided in this  

University General Catalog, it must be understood that all courses,  

course descriptions, designations of instructors, curricular and degree  

requirements and other academic information described herein are  

subject to change or elimination at any time without notice or published  

amendment to this catalog. In addition, California Northstate University 

reserves the right to make changes at any time, without prior notice,  

to programs, policies, procedures and information, which are described 

in this University General Catalog only as a convenience to its readers.  

Fees and all other charges are subject to change at any time without notice.  

Students should consult the appropriate academic or administrative department,  

college, or other service provider for currently accurate information on any  

matters described in this University General Catalog; contact information is 

available at http://www.cnsu.edu/ 

 

As a prospective student, you are encouraged to review this catalog 

prior to signing an enrollment agreement. You are also encouraged  

to review the School Performance Fact Sheet, which must be provided  

to you prior to signing an enrollment agreement. 

 

IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE INDIVIDUAL STUDENT TO BECOME  

FAMILIAR WITH THE ANNOUNCEMENTS AND REGULATIONS OF THE  

UNIVERSITY PRINTED IN THIS GENERAL CATALOG. 

 

California Northstate University will provide assistance to the visually impaired regarding the information contained in this catalog. 

Questions should be directed to the office or department concerned. 

 

The 2020-2021 University General Catalog covers the academic year from June 1, 2020 to May 31, 2021. 
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Academic Programs 
Overview  

The College of Health Sciences (CHS) offers an 

undergraduate program leading to the Bachelor of Science 

in Health Sciences (BSHS) degree. CHS has pathways that 

allow BSHS students to progress to California Northstate 

University’s College of Medicine, College of Pharmacy, and 

the College of Psychology, provided they maintain certain 

benchmarks. Pathways are not programs and CHS students 

must meet the admission criteria of each individual CNU 

professional school in order to be able to progress. CHS also 

offers a pathway with CNU Master of Pharmaceutical 

Sciences (MPS) program. 

 

CHS also offers a curriculum plan designed for those who 

already have a Bachelor’s degree and want to meet 

prerequisites for professional schools in the health 

professions as well as to improve his/her academic 

credentials and application portfolio to those schools – the 

Pre-Med Post-Baccalaureate coursework (PMPB). The PMPB 

coursework is not a program and does not lead to a diploma 

or a degree.  

Bachelor of Science (BS) 
In the undergraduate Bachelor of Science (BS) in Health 

Sciences program, students may choose from three 

concentrations within the program: Human Biology, 

Biopsychology, and Health Science Administration. Each 

concentration has a defined curriculum progressing from 

introductory to advanced courses. All concentrations include 

the same General Education (GE) requirements that fulfill a 

common set of learning outcomes spanning communication 

and critical thinking skills, natural sciences, liberal arts, and 

the social sciences. Additionally, the three concentrations are 

aligned with specific options for career paths in healthcare. 

This comprehensive program delivers a robust university 

education that prepares graduates to think independently 

and creatively as well as training them for practical 

occupations in health science. 

Concentrations of Study Descriptions  

Biotechnology: This concentration is appropriate for 

students interested in the latest advances in technologies 

that contribute to understanding the molecular nature of 

living organisms. Coursework is designed to support content 

expertise and hands-on lab skills development in areas 

necessary for the biotechnology industry. Key courses 

including Advanced Cell and Molecular Biology, 

Bioinformatics, and Ethical Concerns in Biotechnology are 

just some of the options students choose from. Students 

that choose this concentration are prepared to pursue 

careers in the biotechnology industries, academic research 

laboratories, postgraduate work in molecular biology or 

biochemistry, or professional health programs. 

 

Human Biology: This concentration is appropriate for 

students who are seeking focused coursework in biomedical 

sciences. . It is a challenging curriculum that focuses upper 

division coursework on advanced topics of human biology 

such as functional anatomy, human genetics, microbiology, 

immunology, and pharmacology.. Students who complete 

this concentration are expected to be exceptionally well 

prepared for a variety of professional health programs and 

employment in a variety of healthcare-related professions. 

 

Biopsychology: This concentration is also appropriate for 

students headed for professional health programs since it 

includes many of the same rigorous basic science courses as 

the Human Biology concentration. However, students 

following this plan of study choose from a suite of psychology 

courses in the science of human behavior, mental health and 

mental illness. Such courses include developmental 

psychology, cognitive psychology, health psychology, and 

abnormal psychology. In addition to medical school options, 

students choosing this concentration will have a strong 

academic background for graduate schools that provide 

specialized training and certification for occupations such as 

clinical psychologists, psychiatrists, and counselors. 

  

Health Science Administration: This concentration is 

offered for students who wish to work in the administrative 

side of health care delivery. The curriculum includes 

introductory science in the first year that is essential for 

understanding the basics of human biology. The second to 

fourth years of the curriculum consist of many courses 

relevant to business and management. Such courses include 

human resources management, healthcare financing, 

healthcare regulations and accreditation, and 

entrepreneurship. Students who complete this concentration 

will have a strong background in business and science to work 

as administrators, managers, and sales representatives in 

hospitals, medical insurance companies, public health 

agencies, the pharmaceutical sector, health advocacy 

foundations, and other professions. 

Bachelor of Sciences and Doctor of 

Medicine (BS-MD) Pathways 

BS to MD pathways offer high school applicants multiple 

options to apply the professional Doctor of Medicine (MD) 

program at CNU College of Medicine (CNUCOM). Some 

pathways options are designed to allow entering freshmen 

to complete their pre-medicine coursework and MD in an 

accelerated time frame if they meet specific criteria to be 

admitted into CNUCOM. Students accepted into a BS to MD 

pathway will begin their program of study in the College of 

Health Sciences (CHS) undergraduate program towards 

obtaining their BS degree while completing all prerequisite 

academic coursework to satisfy CNUCOM requirements. 

These students will work closely with the CHS pre-health 

advisors to ensure completion of all the required criteria and 

academic course prerequisites. 
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These students will also be required to participate in at least 

one activity per year in the CNU College of Medicine 

(CNUCOM) campus activity program. The CNUCOM campus 

activity program is designed to educate pre-medicine 

students about their future profession through community 

health service opportunities, specialty career exploration 

workshops, lab experiences, and special professional 

education sessions. These pathways offer priority acceptance 

to the very competitive MD program provided they meet all 

the CNUCOM admission criteria.  

 

Students have the opportunity to complete their BS degree 

and MD degree in an accelerated time frame--six to seven 

years in addition to the traditional eight years.  

 

2+4 BS-MD Pathway 

Two Years Undergraduate + Four Years Doctor of Medicine. 

Students are required to take some classes in summer to fulfill 

the CNUCOM MD admissions requirements and CNUCHS 

degree requirements for the Bachelor of Science. 

 

3+4 BS-MD Pathway 

Three Years Undergraduate + Four Years Doctor of Medicine. 

Students have the option to take some classes in summer to 

fulfill the CNUCOM MD admissions requirements and 

CNUCHS degree requirements for the Bachelor of Science. 

 

4+4 BS-MD Pathway 

Four Years Undergraduate + Four Years Doctor of Medicine. 

Students have the option to take some classes in summer to 

fulfill the CNUCOM MD admissions requirements and 

CNUCHS degree requirements for the Bachelor of Science. 

Bachelor of Sciences and Doctor of 

Pharmacy (BS to PharmD) Pathways 

BS to PharmD pathways offer high school applicants two 

options to enter the professional Doctor of Pharmacy 

(PharmD) program. Both options are designed to allow 

entering freshmen to complete their pre-pharmacy 

coursework and PharmD in an accelerated time frame if they 

meet specific criteria. Students accepted into a BS to 

PharmD pathway option will begin their program of study in 

the College of Health Sciences (CNUCHS) undergraduate 

program towards obtaining their BS degree while 

completing all prerequisite academic coursework. These 

students will work closely with the CNUCHS pre-health 

advisors to ensure completion of all the required criteria and 

academic course prerequisites in order to be able to be 

considered for admission in our College of Pharmacy 

(CNUCOP).  

 

These students will also be required to participate in at least 

one activity per year sponsored by CNUCOP. The CNUCOP 

campus activity is designed to educate pre-pharmacy 

students about their future profession through community 

health service opportunities, specialty career exploration 

workshops, lab experiences, and special professional 

education sessions. The BS to PharmD pathways offer 

priority acceptance to CNU PharmD program provided they 

meet all the PharmD admission requirements. In addition, 

students have the opportunity to complete the Doctor of 

Pharmacy degree in an accelerated time frame--six to seven 

years instead of the traditional eight years.  

 

 

2+4 BS-PharmD Pathway 

Two Years Undergraduate + Four Years Doctor of Pharmacy. 

Students are required to take some classes in summer to fulfill 

the CNUCOP PharmD admissions requirements and CNUCHS 

degree requirements for the Bachelor of Science. 

  

3+4 BS-PharmD Pathway 

Three Years Undergraduate + Four Years Doctor of PharmD. 

Students have the option to take some classes in summer to 

fulfill the CNUCOP PharmD admissions requirements and 

CNUCHS degree requirements for the Bachelor of Science. 

 

3+2 Bachelor of Science to Master of 

Pharmaceutical Sciences Pathway (BS 

to MPS) 
The 3+2 BS to MPS pathway offers those interested in 

pursuing a career in the pharmaceutical field the 

opportunity to complete undergraduate education and earn 

a Master of Pharmaceutical Sciences (MPS) degree in five 

years. Students accepted into the 3+2 BS to MPS pathway 

will begin their program of study in the College of Health 

Sciences (CNUCHS) undergraduate program towards 

obtaining their BS degree while completing all prerequisite 

academic coursework for the Master of Pharmaceutical 

Sciences. These students will work closely with the CNUCHS 

pre-health advisors to ensure completion of all the required 

criteria and academic course prerequisites in order to be 

able to be considered for admission in the MPS program.  

Students admitted into the 3+2 BS to MPS pathway are 

required to meet the following requirements in order to be 

admitted to the Master of Pharmaceutical Sciences at CNU: 

 Successfully complete the MPS pre-requisite coursework 

 Maintain a 3.0 GPA in the undergraduate program and 

be in good standing each semester 

 Participate in at least one MPS activity per year while 

attending CHS 

 Submit a primary application to the MPS program 

 Submit a supplemental application to the MPS Office of 

Admission 

 Successfully complete the MPS admission interview 

3+5 Bachelor of Science to Doctor of 

Psychology Pathway (BS to PsyD) 
The 3+5 BS to PsyD pathway offers those students 

interested in pursuing a professional degree in clinical 

psychology (PsyD) the opportunity to complete 

undergraduate education and earn a Doctor of Psychology 

(PsyD) degree in eight years. Students accepted into the 3+5 

BS to PsyD pathway will begin their program of study in the 

College of Health Sciences (CNUCHS) undergraduate 

program towards obtaining their BS degree while 

completing all prerequisite academic coursework for the 

Doctor in Psychology. These students will work closely with 

the CNUCHS pre-health advisors to ensure completion of all 
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the required criteria and academic course prerequisites in 

order to be able to be considered for admission in the CNU 

College of Psychology.  

Students admitted into the 3+5 BS to PsyD pathway are 

required to meet the following requirements in order to be 

admitted to the Doctor of Psychology at CNU: 

 Successfully complete the perquisite coursework for the 

COPsy. 

 Maintain a 3.2 GPA in the undergraduate program and be 

in good academic and conduct standing each semester. 

 Participate in at least one campus activity each year with 

the COPsy 

 Submit an application through the centralized application 

service for graduate study in psychology (PsyCAS) and a 

supplemental application to CNUCOPsy 

 Successfully complete the COPsy interview. 

Pre-Med Post-Baccalaureate (PMPB) 

Coursework 

The Pre-Med Post-Baccalaureate coursework is designed to 

enhance the academic credentials and application portfolio 

of students aiming for a professional degree in the health 

professions. The post-baccalaureate provides a 

comprehensive 1-year educational experience that includes 

coursework in biomedical science and test preparation for 

medical school admission (i.e., MCAT exam).  

 

Students will complete a minimum of 27 credit hours of 

advanced undergraduate coursework in the physical and 

social sciences over the course of two semesters. Students 

can also enroll in elective courses to engage in a community 

service learning project or serve as a standardized patient in 

role-play mode with medical and pharmacy students as 

supervised by medical school faculty.   

 

Topics covered in career-building workshops for medical 

school admission include health professions seminars, MCAT 

exam skill-building and practice testing, application 

procedures (AMCAS, PHARMCAS), interview coaching, and 

portfolio fine-tuning. A comprehensive letter of 

recommendation will be provided for all students who 

complete the program. Fall admission is open through 

August 31. 
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AMCAS  REPORT - 2021 ENTERING CLASS
Applicant Copy

REPORT DATE:  03/18/2021 03:19 PM SUBMISSION DATE:  05/29/2020 07:37 PM PROCESSED DATE:  08/17/2020 08:26 AM

Applicant's Legal Name:  Mr. Rahul Ramakrishnan AAMC ID:  15149125 Page:  1

IDENTIFYING INFORMATION
ID Type: Number(s):
School ID: 13086
Name Type: Name (Salutation First Middle Last, Suffix)
Legal: Mr. Rahul Ramakrishnan
Preferred: Rahul Ramakrishnan
DOB:  Birthplace:  San Jose, Santa Clara (U), CA, United States of

America (the)
Citizenship:  United States of America (the)

Legal Residence: Santa Clara (U), CA Visa Status:

CONTACT INFORMATION

Preferred:

Address: Email:
  City, State Zip, Country: San Jose, CA , United States of America (the) Day:
  County: Santa Clara (U) Eve:

Fax:

Permanent:

Address: Email:
  City, State Zip, Country: San Jose, CA , United States of America (the) Day:
  County: Santa Clara (U) Eve:

Fax:

BIOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
Sex:  Male Birth Date:  Dependents:  0
Legal USA Resident:  Yes Birthplace:  San Jose, Santa Clara (U), CA,

United States of America (the)
Legal Residence:  Santa Clara (U), CA Visa Status: Ethnic Self-Identification:  Not Hispanic, Latino or of Spanish

origin
Citizenship:  United States of America (the) Racial Self-Identification:  Asian

    Indian
Military Service:  No

Gender Identity:  Male Anticipated Status at time of enrollment:
Designated Pronoun:  He/Him/His Separation Date:

GI Bill Eligibility:



AMCAS  REPORT - 2021 ENTERING CLASS
Applicant Copy

REPORT DATE:  03/18/2021 03:19 PM SUBMISSION DATE:  05/29/2020 07:37 PM PROCESSED DATE:  08/17/2020 08:26 AM

Applicant's Legal Name:  Mr. Rahul Ramakrishnan AAMC ID:  15149125 Page:  13

PERSONAL COMMENTS
     

      

     

LETTERS OF EVALUATION/RECOMMENDATION
Letter Id Primary Author or Contact Letter Title Institution Number of

Assigned Medical
Schools

7633362 Dr. Kristopher  Keane CNUCHS_Dr.Keane_MD California Northstate University 5
7634275 Ms. Sara  House CNUCHS_Committee_MD California Northstate University 7

DESIGNATED PROGRAMS
School Name Program Type Combined Degree Area(s) Previously Applied?
California Northstate University College of Medicine Combined Bachelors/Medical Degree No



AMCAS  REPORT - 2021 ENTERING CLASS
Applicant Copy

REPORT DATE:  03/18/2021 03:19 PM SUBMISSION DATE:  05/29/2020 07:37 PM PROCESSED DATE:  08/17/2020 08:26 AM

Applicant's Legal Name:  Mr. Rahul Ramakrishnan AAMC ID:  15149125 Page:  14

DESIGNATED PROGRAMS
School Name Program Type Combined Degree Area(s) Previously Applied?
Kaiser Permanente Bernard J. Tyson School of Medicine Regular M.D. No
Nova Southeastern University Dr. Kiran C. Patel College of
Allopathic Medicine

Regular M.D. No

University of California, Davis, School of Medicine Regular M.D. No
University of California, Irvine, School of Medicine Regular M.D. No
University of California, Riverside School of Medicine Regular M.D. No
University of California, San Diego School of Medicine Regular M.D. No

AMCAS NOTES AND EXPLANATIONS
1. Next to County Names, you may see an indicator (R),(U). AMCAS maintains federal data on areas considered Rural or Medically Underserved that are reported to

your designated medical schools along with your application. An indicator of (R) next to a County indicates that the county is considered Rural. An indicator of (U)
indicates that the County is considered Medically Underserved. An indicator of (R)(U) indicates the County is both Rural and Medically Underserved.

2. MCAT Scores: AMCAS automatically sends scores from any MCAT exams you have taken from 2003 through current, and any scores you have released to
AMCAS from MCAT exams 1991 through 2002. Please refer to the MCAT home page (http://www.aamc.org/students/mcat/start.htm) for more details regarding the
online MCAT Testing History (THx) system and pre-2003 score release. MCAT score transmission via the AMCAS application is dependent on the AMCAS data
transmission service option(s) selected by each medical school.

3. Course Class: In the Academic Record, abbreviations are used for the course classifications you enter into the Coursework section of the application due to space
constraints. Thus, you will see "ENGL" on here for courses you have classified as English Language and literature. A full list of all course classifications and their
abbreviations may be found in the application help.

4. Designated Medical Schools: The list of your designated medical schools is provided here for your information. The schools to which you apply do not receive such
a list of all schools you have designated.

5. Academic Record: AMCAS will verify your academic information using the following symbols:

- any course verified without correction;

- any course verified with correction;

- any course listed on the Academic Record but not reflected on an official transcript; format corrections were not required;

- any course listed on the Academic Record but not reflected on an official transcript; format corrections have been made;

- a type of coursework not meant to be verified.
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October 2 5, 2017 

Dear Kyle Go: 

CONGRATULATIONS! In recognition of your outstanding academic achievements we are pleased to 

Inform you that you have been selec:ted for admission to the undergr<~duate 3+4 BS.MD Combined 
Programs at the California Northstate University (CNU) College of Health Sciences (CHS). We recognize 

your talents and strong potential for achieving your goal to become a physician and welcome you to our 
campus. As you know, we are the only university in California that offers the BS-MD Combined 
Programs so you and your family should be very proud that you have been selected for a space in this 
program, 

Next Steps: 

We will send you some documents soon. They will include the Enrollment Agreement, School 
Performance Fact Sheort, and Technical Standards for our College of Medicine. You will be given a 
deadline by which you must return the signed documents with the registration fee. Submitting those 

items will secure your space in the program. 

For more information, please visit our website at www.cnsu,edu to re~iew the CNU General Catalog 

2017-2012. the 2018-2019 Academic Calendar , and the 2017-2018 Cost oj Attendance and Tuitlon ~nri 
~· The tuition and fees lor 2018-2019 are currently being reviewed and will be available soon. 

If you have any questions or would like to make an in-person or phone appointment, please call our 
front desk at (916) 686-8378. We can also arrange for you to contact one of our current students. New 
Student Orientation will be held on August 23 and 24, 2018 and the program will begin on August 27, 
2018. 

Again, Congratulations! The CNU College of Health Sciences looks forward to sharing in your 
educational journey! 

Sincerely, 

Heather Brown, PhD 
Dean 

C~~HerYer"-' 
Cheryl Herrera, PhD 

Assistant Dean of Student Affairs and Admissions 
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2910 & 2920 Prospect Park Drive, Rancho Cordova, California 95670 
9700 & 9650 West Taron Drive, Elk Grove, California 95757 
Telephone: (916) 686-8378 Facsimile: (916) 647-0450 

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH SCIENCES 
STUDENT ENROLLMENT AGREEMENT 

Go 

Student Name Social Security Number 

Melbourne Beach FL 

Street Address City State Zip Code 

Email Address Telephone Number 

Enrollment Agreement Period of Attendance until Completion of Program: 
4+4 BS- MD or Traditional (4 Year): June 2018 through May 2022 
3+4 BS- MD or 3+4 BS- PharmD: June 2018 through August 2021 * 
2+4 BS- MD or 2+4 BS- PharmD: June 2018 through August 2020 * 
*The 3+4 and 2+4 Combined Programs each require additional coursework after the 
dates described above in order to complete the requirements for a Bachelors Degree. 
The dates set forth above for the Combined Programs refer only to the "Period of 
Attendance" on the California Northstate University College of Health Sciences 
campus. Subsequent additional requirements and conditions for completing the 
Bachelors Degree if participating in these Combined Programs are described in the 
brochure for the Combined Programs, and at the University website and in the Catalog 
that is located there, as more fully outlined on pages 7-8 of this Enrollment Agreement. 

Orientation: June 11, 2018, through June 12, 2018 
Instruction: June 13, 2018, through May 17, 2019 
Orientation: August 23, 2018, through August 24, 2018 
Instruction: August27, 2018, through May 17,2019 

Total Number of Credit Hours Required to Complete Entire Bachelor of Science in 
Health Sciences Degree Program: 120 

Student Enrollment Agreement 3/21/2018 Page 1 of 11 
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Bachelor of Science in Health Sciences- Tuition & Fees for Academic Year: 2018-2019 

Tuition & Fees Amount Class 

Tuition $32,700.00 Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4 

Lab Fee $500.00 Y1,Y2, Y3, Y4 

Student Association and Activity Fee $100.00 Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4 

Technology Fee $50.00 Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4 

Orientation Fee $50.00 Y1 

Graduation Fee2 $300.00 Y4 

Y1 Total Tuition & Fees per Year 1 $33,400.00 

V2 Total Tuition & Fees per Vear1 $33,350.00 

V3 Total Tuition & Fees per Vear1 $33,350.00 

V4 Total Tuition & Fees per Vear1 $33,650.00 

Total Tuition & Fees for the entire 4-year College of Health Sciences undergraduate program estimated at 
$140,000 to $145,000; see headnote 1 below re 3+4 and 2+4 Combined Programs. 

Estimated Other Educational Related Costs per year3 Amount Class 

Health Insurance premium4 $3,200.00 Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4 

Books and Suppliess $1,600.00 Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4 

Room and Boards $23,272.00 Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4 

Transportations $4,648.00 Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4 

V1 Total Estimated Cost per Vear6 $66,120.00 

V2 Total Estimated Cos~ per Vear6 $66,070.00 

V3 Total Estimated Cost per Vear6 $66,070.00 

V4 Total Estimated Cost per Vear6 $66,370.00 

1 Total Tuition and Fees estimated at range of $140,000 to $145,000 through completion 
of entire four year traditional undergraduate program; assumes completion within 
four years prescribed time and 3% to 5% estimated annual tuition increases; estimated 
tuition increases are not binding on the University. This estimate for students in the 
3+4 and 2+4 Combined Programs needs to be adjusted to reflect the Period of 
Attendance on CNU College of Health Sciences campus, with the Period of Attendance 
at CNU Colleges of Medicine or Pharmacy based on the tuition and fees while at the 
latter two Colleges. 

2 Covers regalia, graduation dinner, diploma cover, transcripts, etc. 
3 Costs and expenses a student may incur during the applicable year of the program, 

whether or not paid directly to CNU or CNUCHS. These expenses include estimated 
out-of-pocket cost of living expenses for the year. 

4 Provided and charged by outside healthcare insurance plan; optional, estimated, and 
may increase or decrease based on the number of insured participants and other factors. 

s Estimated amounts of individual housing, food, and transportation costs, not operated 
by, charged by, or paid to CNU. 

6 Total Tuition & Fees from first table, plus estimated items from second table that 
student may incur, including estimated cost of living items not paid to CNU. 
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UPDATES AND MODIFICATIONS: 

This Student Enrollment Agreement may be updated or modified by California 
Northstate University ("CNU" or "University") at any time, including but not limited to 
modifying the period of attendance or updating the tuition and fee schedule on an 
annual or more frequent basis. It is understood and agreed that such updates and 
modifications may be incorporated into this Enrollment Agreement by addendum, 
invoice, statement, or other separate writing, and that payment of the resulting tuition 
and fee amounts shall constitute acceptance of the updated or modified terms. 

PAYMENT AND PREREQUISITE DUE DATES AND OPTIONS: 

All tuition and fees described on the second page of this Student Enrollment 
Agreement are due in full in accordance with the schedule "Total Charges You Are 
Obligated to Pay upon Enrollment and Required Scheduled Payment Dates for 
First Year Students" set forth on the last page of this Enrollment Agreement. It is 
understood and agreed that this schedule will be updated and modified each year 
in accordance with the section entitled "Updates and Modifications" on the first 
page of this Enrollment Agreement. As an alternative to payment in cash, the 
student may (1) provide satisfactory written creditor approved loan documentation to 
the University, or (2) apply for one of the installment payment plans offered by the 
University, either of which the University may within its sole and complete discretion 
accept as an alternative to cash payment for the above tuition and fees, excluding 
the nonrefundable registration fee and the student health insurance premium. A 
student's enrollment is conditional upon the student providing written proof of 
means to pay tuition, either by proof of the source of direct payment or through 
one of the alternative means described in the preceding sentence, no later than 
thirty (30) calendar days after returning the signed Enrollment Agreement. For 
a loan or installment plan, preliminary approval by the creditor or the University's 
Office of Financial Aid will satisfy the latter requirement. If either the loan or 
installment plan payment option is chosen by the student and approved by the 
University, the student must complete the appropriate arrangements with the 
University relating to that option no later than thirty (30) calendar days before 
the applicable payment due date described on the last page of this Enrollment 
Agreement. Failure to make full payment, or alternative loan or installment payment 
arrangements, by the due dates described in this Enrollment Agreement will subject 
the defaulting incoming student to forfeiture of the student's enrollment and the 
defaulting continuing student to dismissal from the program or interest on the balance 
due at ten percent (1 0%) per year until paid, as determined by the University in its 
sole discretion. I certify that I understand and agree to the conditions of this 
paragraph. 

Student (and Guardian) Initials: KMG/JTG 
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All course and degree prerequisites, transcripts which confirm graduation or 
GED completion, and other conditions for attendance must be completed and 
provided to the College no later than twenty-one (21) calendar days before the 
first day of classroom instruction. Failure to complete these prerequisites and 
requirements and to provide the required documents by this due date may subject 
the student to forfeiture of the student's enrollment or other remedies to address such 
failure within the sole and complete discretion of the University. I certify that I 
understand and agree to the conditions of this paragraph. 

Student (and Guardian) Initials: KMG/JTG 

STUDENT'S RIGHT TO CANCEL AND REFUND: 

You have the right to cancel this Student Enrollment Agreement until 12:01 AM on 
the first calendar day after the first classroom instruction session you attend (12:01 
AM on June 14, 2018, if starting instruction in June 2018, or 12:01 AM on August 
28, 2018, if starting instruction in August 2018), or until 12:01 AM on the eighth 
calendar day after you sign this Enrollment Agreement, whichever is later. 

Cancellation shall occur when you give written notice of cancellation to the 
Admissions Office at the University's address shown at the top of the first page of 
this Enrollment Agreement. You can do this by hand delivery, email, facsimile, or 
mail. Written notice of cancellation sent by hand delivery, email, or facsimile is 
effective upon receipt by the Admissions Office. Written notice of cancellation sent 
by mail is effective when deposited in the mail properly addressed with postage 
prepaid. 

If you cancel this Enrollment Agreement, the University will refund the amount of 
tuition that you paid within forty-five (45) days after your notice of cancellation is 
received by the Admissions Office. The Enrollment Fee and the Student Tuition 
Recovery Fund Fee (if assessed) will not be refunded. For students who participate 
in the student health plan, a premium in the estimated amount of $3,200.00 per 
year is set by the health plan, which is an outside provider, and will not be refunded 
unless the health plan provides a refund and, if so, then only according to the plan's 
terms. 

STUDENT'S RIGHT TO WITHDRAW AND REFUND: 

After the cancellation period described above in "Student's Right to Cancel and 
Refund," you have the right to withdraw from the University at any time. Withdrawal 
shall occur when you give written notice of withdrawal to the Registrar at the 
University's address shown at the top of the first page of this Student Enrollment 
Agreement. You can do this by hand delivery, email, facsimile, or mail. Written 
notice of withdrawal sent by hand delivery, email, or facsimile is effective upon 
receipt by the Registrar. Written notice of withdrawal sent by mail is effective when 
deposited in the mail properly addressed with postage prepaid. 
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The written notice of withdrawal should be on the Official College Withdrawal Form 
provided by the Office of the Registrar, but may also be in any writing that shows 
you wish to withdraw from the University. A withdrawal may also be effectuated by 
the student's conduct showing an intent to withdraw, including but not necessarily 
limited to the student's continuing unexcused failure to attend all classes. 

If you withdraw upon completing 60% or less of the current term, you will be eligible 
for a pro-rata refund for the current term. The University will perform a pro-rata 
calculation of current term tuition and refund as follows: 

Step A) 

Step B) 

Step C) 

Total days in current term*- Days in current term completed= 
Total days not completed 

Total days not completed I Total days in current term = 
% subject to pro-rata refund 

Institutional charges* x % subject to pro-rata refund = 
Total refund owed 

*Current term generally means the current semester, but when tuition is charged 
based upon a term of attendance other than by semester, then the current term 
shall mean that term of attendance. 

*Institutional charges excluded from the pro-rata refund are: (1) Enrollment Fee in 
the amount of $100.00, (2) all non-refundable fees as described on page 2 of this 
Enrollment Agreement or in the current General Catalog, (3) Student Tuition 
Recovery Fund Fee (if assessed), and (4) student health plan premium estimated 
at $3,200.00, if applicable; institutional charges subject to the pro-rata refund 
include but are not limited to the current term tuition. 

If the amount of the current term payments is more than the amount that is owed 
for the time attended, then a refund of the difference will be made within forty-five 
(45) days after notice of withdrawal is received by the Office of the Registrar. 
Refunds owed to a student as the result of a pro-rata refund calculation will be paid 
in the following order: (1) to outstanding educational loan balances; and (2) to the 
student. 

If the amount of the current term payments is less that the amount that is owed for 
the time attended, it is the sole responsibility of the student to contact the University 
to make appropriate payment arrangements. 

There is no refund for students who withdraw after completing more than 60% of 
the current term. 
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LOAN OBLIGATIONS: 

If the student obtains a loan to pay for an educational program, then the refund 
upon cancellation or withdrawal, subject to the conditions for refund described 
above, will be sent to the lender or to the loan guarantee agency, up to the amount 
of the loan; the student will have the responsibility to repay the full amount of the 
loan plus interest, less the amount of any refund paid to the lender. If the student 
owes money to the lender after applying the refund, then the student will need to 
make arrangements with the lender for payment of the amount remaining owed. If 
there is a refund amount remaining after payment to the lender, it will be paid to 
the student as described above. 

NOTICE: IN REGARD TO CREDIT THAT MAY BE EXTENDED OR MONEY 
THAT MAY BE LENT TO YOU BY THIS INSTITUTION, YOU MAY ASSERT 
AGAINST THE HOLDER OF THE PROMISSORY NOTE YOU SIGNED IN 
ORDER TO FINANCE THE COST OF THE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM ALL OF 
THE CLAIMS AND DEFENSES THAT YOU COULD ASSERT AGAINST THIS 
INSTITUTION, UP TO THE AMOUNT YOU HAVE ALREADY PAID UNDER THE 
PROMISSORY NOTE. 

NOTICE: CALIFORNIA NORTHSTATE UNIVERSITY DOES NOT ACCEPT OR 
OTHERWISE PARTICIPATE IN ANY FEDERAL DIRECT STUDENT LOAN 
PROGRAM (TITLE IV) FUNDING, ANY FEDERAL VETERANS BENEFITS 
PROGRAM (TITLE 38) FUNDING, OR ANY OTHER GOVERNMENT STUDENT 
LOAN PROGRAM FUNDING. 

If the student is otherwise eligible for a loan guaranteed by the federal or state 
government and the student defaults on the loan, both of the following may occur: 
(1) the federal or state government or a loan guarantee agency may take action 
against the student, including applying any income tax refund to which the person 
is entitled to reduce the balance owed on the loan; (2) the student may not be 
eligible for any other federal student financial aid at another institution or other 
government assistance until the loan is repaid. 

If the student has otherwise received federal student financial aid funds, upon 
cancellation or withdrawal and subject to the conditions for refund described above, 
the student is entitled to a refund of moneys not paid from federal student financial 
aid program funds. 

STUDENT TUITION RECOVERY FUND (STRF) DISCLOSURES: 

The State of California established the Student Tuition Recovery Fund {STRF) to 
relieve or mitigate economic loss suffered by a student in an educational program 
at a qualifying institution, who is or was a California resident while enrolled, or was 
enrolled in a residency program, if the student enrolled in the institution, prepaid 
tuition, and suffered an economic loss. Unless relieved of the obligation to do so, 
you must pay the state-imposed assessment for the STRF, or it must be paid on 
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your behalf, if you are a student in an educational program, who is a California 
resident, or are enrolled in a residency program, and prepay all or part of your 
tuition. 

It is important that you keep copies of your enrollment agreement, financial aid 
documents, receipts, or any other information that documents the amount paid to 
the school. Questions regarding the STRF may be directed to the Bureau for 
Private Postsecondary Education, 2535 Capitol Oaks Drive, Suite 400, 
Sacramento, CA 95833, (916) 431-6959 or (888) 370-7589. 

You are not eligible for protection from the STRF and you are not required to pay 
the STRF assessment, if you are not a California resident, or are not enrolled in a 
residency program. 

NOTICE CONCERNING TRANSFERABILITY OF CREDITS AND CREDENTIALS 
EARNED AT OUR INSTITUTION: 

The transferability of credits you earn at California Northstate University is at the 
complete discretion of an institution to which you may seek to transfer. Acceptance 
of the degree and/or diploma, if any, you earn in the .educational program is also at 
the complete discretion of the institution to which you may seek to transfer. If the 
credits, degree, or diploma that you earn at this institution are not accepted at the 
institution to which you seek to transfer, you may be required to repeat some or all of 
your coursework at that institution. For this reason you should make certain that your 
attendance at this institution will meet your educational goals. This may include 
contacting an institution to which you may seek to transfer after attending California 
Northstate University to determine if your credits, degree, and/or diploma will transfer. 

COMPLETION OF PROGRAM AND SUBSEQUENT ADVANCEMENT: 

Progression through and completion of the educational program leading to a degree 
and/or diploma are dependent upon student performance and success, and are not 
guaranteed by admission into the program. The requirements for further or 
subsequent academic advancement are established by the institution (including but 
not limited to this one), college, school, and/or program where the student seeks to 
continue his or her education. For this reason you should inquire about and make 
certain of the requirements for admission into the institution, college, school, and/or 
program which you plan to subsequently attend. Completion of the educational 
program without meeting such requirements and obtaining a degree or diploma do 
not by themselves guarantee such advancement and/or admission. 

WEBSITE AND CATALOG: 

Before signing this Student Enrollment Agreement, you are strongly urged to visit the 
University and College website atwww.cnsu.edu, and to read and review the Catalog. 
The Catalog contains important information and policies regarding this institution. By 
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signing this Enrollment Agreement, you are acknowledging that the Catalog and the 
disclosures and information located on the University and College website have been 
made available for you to read and review. 

INFORMATION RELATING TO 2+4, 3+4, AND 4+4 COMBINED PROGRAMS: 

The Catalog contains important information and policies regarding the requirements 
and conditions relating to the University and College's Combined Programs: 2+4 
BS- MD, 3+4 BS- MD, 4+4 BS- MD, 2+4 BS- PharmD, and 3+4 BS - PharmD. 
If your enrollment in California Northstate University College of Health Sciences is for 
the purpose of participating in one of these Combined Programs, you must read 
those parts of the Catalog that address the Programs in which you plan to participate 
and direct any questions you might have regarding the Combined Programs to the 
College of Health Sciences Admissions Office prior to signing this Enrollment 
Agreement. You have also been given a brochure relating to the Combined 
Programs. 

I certify that I have received, read, and reviewed the brochure and those portions of 
the Catalog that address the Combined Programs in which I plan to participate, that 
I have directed my questions regarding the Programs to the College of Health 
Sciences Admissions Office, and that I am satisfied that I fully understand all the 
requirements and conditions for my participation in the Combined Programs. 

Student (and Guardian) Initials: KMG/JTG 

CATALOG AND SCHOOL PERFORMANCE FACT SHEET: 

Prior to signing this enrollment agreement, you must be given a catalog or brochure 
and a School Performance Fact Sheet, which you are encouraged to review prior to 
signing this agreement. These documents contain important policies and 
performance data for this institution: This institution is required to have you sign and 
date the information included in the School Performance Fact Sheet relating to 
completion rates, placement rates, license examination passage rates, salaries or 
wages, and the most recent three-year cohort default rate, if applicable, prior to 
signing this agreement. 

I certify that I have received the catalog, School Performance Fact Sheet, and 
information regarding completion rates, placement rates, license examination 
passage rates, salary or wage information, and the most recent three-year cohort 
default rate, if applicable, included in the School Performance Fact Sheet, and have 
signed, initialed, and dated the information provided in the School Performance Fact 
Sheet. 

Student (and Guardian) Initials: KMG/JTG 
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ADDRESSES WHERE INSTRUCTION WILL BE PROVIDED: 

Class sessions are conducted at the University campus located at 2910 and 2920 
Prospect Park Drive, Rancho Cordova, California 95670, except for (1) occasional 
class sessions conducted offsite following reasonable notice to the students in that 
class, and (2) experiential education, clinical training rotations,· and service 
learning activities conducted at assigned professional clinical locations and 
community sites as established by agreement among the College, the professional 
preceptor or community partner, and the student. 

STUDENT HEALTH PLAN: 

Students are required to obtain and maintain coverage in a health plan throughout 
their attendance at the University. The health plan must meet the coverage and 
other standards established by the University, including but not limited to meeting 
the requirements of the various clinical training practice sites and community sites 
for experiential education, clinical training rotations, and service learning activities. 
Consequently, such coverage is mandatory. Proof of coverage in the manner 
prescribed by the University shall be provided to the University no later than 
fourteen (14) calendar days before the first day of classroom instruction, and 
thereafter whenever requested by the University as a condition of the 
student's continuing attendance and participation in the program. 

The student's failure to provide proof of membership in a health plan 
meeting the requirements described in the preceding paragraph will result 
in the University enrolling the student in a student health plan arranged with 
an outside provider. If so, the student agrees to pay the scheduled premiums 
at the rate set by the plan, either to the plan or to the University on behalf of 
the plan as they arrange, no later than thirty (30) days after billed to the 
student. Failure to make the required premium payments may subject the student 
to delays in participation in classroom activities, clinical training rotations, and service 
learning activities, which could result in delayed academic progression and other 
remedies to address such failure within the sole and complete discretion of the 
University, until fully paid. 

I certify that I understand and agree to the conditions of the above two paragraphs. 

Student (and Guardian) Initials: KMG/JTG 

LANGUAGE RIGHTS: 

An enrollment agreement shall be written in language that is easily understood. If 
English is not the student's primary language, and the student is unable to 
understand the terms and conditions of the enrollment agreement, the student 
shall have the right to obtain a clear explanation of the terms and conditions and 
all cancellation and refund policies in his or her primary language. If the recruitment 
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leading to enrollment was conducted in a language other than English, the 
enrollment agreement, disclosures, and statements shall be in that language. If 
any of the circumstances described in this paragraph apply to you, please contact 
the Associate or Assistant Dean of Student Affairs and Admissions for your College 
so that your rights described in this paragraph may be applied. 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA BUREAU FOR PRIVATE POSTSECONDARY 
EDUCATION (BPPE): 

Any questions a student may have regarding this enrollment agreement that have 
not been satisfactorily answered by the institution may be directed to the Bureau for 
Private Postsecondary Education at: 

Physical Address: 2535 Capitol Oaks Drive, Suite 400, Sacramento, CA 95833 
Mailing Address: P. 0. Box 980818, West Sacramento, CA 95798-0818 
Internet Web Site Address: www.bppe.ca.gov 
E-mail Address: bppe@dca.ca.gov 
Telephone Number: (916) 431-6959 
Toll-Free Telephone Number: (888) 370-7589 
Fax Number: (916) 263-1897 

A student or any member of the public may file a complaint about this institution with 
the Bureau for Private Postsecondary Education by calling its toll-free telephone 
number (888) 370-7589 or by completing a complaint form, which can be obtained 
on the bureau's Internet Web site address www.bppe.ca.gov. 

[Continued on following page.] 
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TOTAL TUITION AND FEES FOR FIRST YEAR OF ATTENDANCE: $33.400 
(For First Year Students during the First Year of Attendance described on the first 
page of this Enrollment Agreement) 

ESTIMATED TOTAL TUITION AND FEES FOR ENTIRE COLLEGE OF HEALTH 
SCIENCES BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE PROGRAM UNTIL 
COMPLETION (if completed in 4 years): $140,000 to $145,000 
Tuition and fees may increase on an annual basis; this estimate assumes a 3% to 
5% annual increase. This estimate does not bind the University to the estimated 
amounts or estimated percentages of annual increase of tuition and fees described. 
In addition, completion of the program in more than the prescribed four years of 
attendance could result in additional tuition and fees for the additional time of 
attendance. This Estimated Total Tuition and Fees for students in the 3+4 and 
2+4 Combined Programs needs to be adjusted to reflect the Period of 
Attendance on CNU College of Health Sciences campus, with any tuition and 
fees during the Period of Attendance at CNU Colleges of Medicine or Pharmacy 
based on the tuition and fees at the latter two Colleges. 

TOTAL CHARGES YOU ARE OBLIGATED TO PAY UPON ENROLLMENT AND 
REQUIRED SCHEDULED PAYMENT DATES FOR FIRST YEAR STUDENTS: 

ALL STUDENTS: NO LATER THAN 14 DAYS AFTER ADMISSIONS OFFER: 
$100.00 ENROLLMENT FEE (NONREFUNDABLE) 

FOR STUDENTS STARTING INSTRUCTION ON JUNE 13,2018: 
NO LATER THAN MAY 30,2018: $8,875 FALL TUITION & FEES anitial) 
NO LATER THAN AUGUST 13,2018:$8,175 FALL TUITION & FEES (Balance) 
NO LATER THAN JANUARY 3, 2019: $16,350 SPRING TUITION & FEES 

FOR STUDENTS STARTING INSTRUCTION ON AUGUST 27, 2018: 
NO LATER THAN AUGUST 13, 2018: $17,050 FALL TUITION & FEES 
NO LATER THAN JANUARY 3, 2019: $16,350 SPRING TUITION & FEES 

The above charges do not include the "Estimated Other and Optional Educational 
Related Costs" set forth on the second page of this Enrollment Agreement. 

I understand that this Student Enrollment Agreement is a legally binding 
contract when it is signed by me and accepted by the institution. My signature 
below certifies that I have read, understood, and agreed to my rights and 
responsibilities, and that the institution's cancellation and refund policies have 
been clearly explained to me. 

Student's Signature: jjt;4iijiii):-L=~~==~undei~ Date: 4/15/2018 
Student's Birthdate: • (if under 18 years old, Parent I Legal 
Guardian must also print their name: and sign below) 

Parent I Guardian Signature: ---,--------'-

Dean's Signature: . .\ \, ~ ~~----
Date: r 

Date• L( /1 q ]I ?J 
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EXHIBIT 9 
 

EXHIBIT 9 
   



 

 

 

 

BY EMAIL TO katherine.goldberg@cnsu.edu 

BY CERTIFIED MAIL, RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 

 

March 9, 2021 

 

Katherine Goldberg 

General Counsel 

California Northstate University 

9700 West Taron Dr. 

Elk Grove, CA 95757-8145 

 

Re:  CNU’s fraud and breach of contract, demand for performance, demand for 

student file, demand for preservation of evidence, and a brief opportunity to 

resolve this matter before a lawsuit is filed 

 

 Consumers Legal Remedies Act Notification and Demand Letter 

 

Dear Ms. Goldberg: 

 

We represent Ali Anwar, Rahul Ramakrishnan, Kyle Go and numerous other 

students who enrolled in California Northstate University's combined BS-MD program—a 

program that CNU now denies ever existed, apparently because the California Bureau of 

Postsecondary Education ("BPPE") has taken the position that the program was never 

approved—and who have now met CNU’s stated requirements for admission to the 

College of Medicine ("COM") but have not been admitted to the COM.  

 

Pursuant to California Civil Code § 1782, Messrs. Anwar, Ramakrishnan, and Go 

hereby notify CNU that it has violated and continues to violate California's Consumers 

Legal Remedies Act, Calif. Civ. Code § 1750, et seq. ("CLRA"), including  

 

• Civ. Code § 1770(a)(5) "Representing that goods or services have 

sponsorship, approval, characteristics, ingredients, uses, benefits, or 

quantities that they do not have . . . " The BS-MD program or pathway was 

a sham. It really was a BS-only program. 

• Civ. Code § 1770(a)(14) "Representing that a transaction confers or 

involves rights, remedies, or obligations that it does not have or involve, or 

that are prohibited by law." Enrolling in the BS-MD program or pathway 

did not "save a seat" in the COM. 

 

Messrs. Anwar, Ramakrishnan, and Go, for themselves and all others similarly 
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situated, hereby demand that CNU immediately perform on its promises of guaranteed 

admission to the College of Medicine for all BS program students who meet the specified 

criteria—which Messrs. Anwar, Ramakrishnan, and Go have done. Further details, a 

demand for each of their records, and a demand for preservation of evidence follow. If 

CNU does not want a class action lawsuit with all that accompanies it, now is the time.  

 

If CNU does not remedy, or agree to remedy, its CLRA violations within thirty 

(30) days after receipt of this notice, Messrs. Anwar, Ramakrishnan, and Go intend to file 

a class action lawsuit against CNU seeking inter alia damages and other relief under the 

CLRA. 

 

1. CNU’s Promises Are Undeniable 

 

Please do not bother denying these promises were made. Among their many 

iterations, Dr. Xiaodong Feng made them personally, as part of a compelling sales pitch to 

high school students to save a year or two in the process of becoming a medical doctor. If 

his memory in any way fails on this point, please take a moment to watch the video of him 

making them, paying specific attention to the second minute of the presentation. That 

video can be downloaded here: 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wkFgyg5Tc8z0LoXbGJMFgjmUCby1v

PAh/view?usp=sharing  

 

Or, you may wish to review the CNU General Catalog for 2017-2018 (page 106):  

Bachelor of Science and Doctor of Medicine (BS-MD) . . . These 

programs offer students a pathway to the College of Medicine at 

California Northstate University. 

Or, you may wish to review the CNU General Catalog for 2018-2019 (page 117), 

under Academic Programs: 

Bachelor of Sciences and Doctor of Medicine (BS-MD). BS-MD 

combined programs offer high school applicants multiple options to 

enter the professional Doctor of Medicine (MD) program. Some 

program options are designed to allow entering freshmen to complete 

their pre-medicine coursework and MD in an accelerated time frame if 

they meet specific criteria.  

Or, you  may wish to review the CNU General Catalog for 2019-2020 (page 149), 

under Academic Programs: 

Bachelor of Sciences and Doctor of Medicine (BS-MD). BS-MD 

combined programs offer high school applicants multiple options to 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wkFgyg5Tc8z0LoXbGJMFgjmUCby1vPAh/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wkFgyg5Tc8z0LoXbGJMFgjmUCby1vPAh/view?usp=sharing
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enter the professional Doctor of Medicine (MD) program. Some 

program options are designed to allow entering freshmen to complete 

their pre-medicine coursework and MD in an accelerated time frame if 

they meet specific criteria.  

Each references a BS-MD program allowing the student to obtain both degrees in 

six or seven years rather than the traditional eight years.  

 

We acknowledge, by the way, that each catalog purports to disclaim constituting a 

contract. Even if this disclaimer could be effective, CNU deliberately induced reliance 

with the above statements and others, including Dr. Feng’s compelling sales presentation. 

Having done so and reaped the benefits, it cannot avoid responsibility for them. 

 

2. Making promises you do not intend to keep is fraud 

 

CNU’s problems with BPPE do not legally justify CNU failing to keep its 

promises. CNU can deny to BPPE that the BS–MD program ever existed. But it must 

ensure the College of Medicine timely admits each and all who delivered on their end of 

CNU’s proposed and accepted bargain. If CNU does not, we can only infer that CNU 

never intended to keep those promises, knowing (as it was always on notice) that it was 

legally precluded from doing so because the program was not BPPE approved. By making 

those promises anyway, CNU deliberately misled students to enroll and pay CNU tuition, 

etc. Students relied, turned down other opportunities, matriculated, and paid tuition, as 

CNU intended. CNU will be liable not just for breach of contract, but also fraud, including 

damages for lost income, opportunity, emotional distress, and damages to punish and set 

an example of CNU. 

 

3. CNU’s consequences of failing to keep its promises will add to tens of millions 

of dollars 

 

To understand the consequences that may result from CNU failing to immediately 

keep its promises by admitting to its medical school all those entitled to admission pursue 

to CNU’s promises, please research my law firm’s history with litigation against for-profit 

schools that lie to, break promises to, and otherwise cheat students (and their parents). We 

have represented thousands of students individually, and thousands more as class 

members. Career Education Corporation ultimately paid approximately $60 million 

dollars in settlements, and spent perhaps another $20 million in legal fees, defending 

lawsuits against various of its schools that we prosecuted. It spent another $40 million or 

so on other cases we originated.    

 

Winning this case is easy. We have CNU’s representative on video tape 

deliberately inducing reliance with false promises of unapproved programs. We have 

CNU’s General Catalogs stating the promise in writing. And I am informed there are 

many other statements affirming these promises. I can only imagine how much internal 
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email and other documentation there is at CNU discussing the joint program and the 

promise of admission to the College of Medicine. (Ensure it is all preserved.) 

 

Regarding damages in this case, I know you and all those associated with CNU 

can imagine the difference for a student between being admitted to medical school and not 

being admitted to medical school. Those differences are heightened here. You have 

students who chose CNU’s BS–MD over opportunities to enroll in well-known four year 

programs that would have enabled them to have much more appealing applications to 

traditional, well established medical schools, schools that may well be unavailable to them 

with a degree (or worse, no degree) from CNU. We do not currently know whether CNU’s 

coursework will transfer, or how much of it will. Far from being a year ahead by attending 

CNU’s BS–MD program—the benefit CNU sold these students on—these students may 

lose a year or two, or never go to medical school at all.  

 

I know you can imagine the difference CNU’s decision to deny its promises to 

these students will make to the affected students. For each student who qualified for the 

COM under CNU’s BS–MD program but was denied admission to COM and thereafter 

never achieves admission to medical school, CNU will be liable for a lifetime of lost 

earnings as a medical doctor, emotional distress damages, punitive damages, and more. 

Multiplied over the many affected students, this will total tens of millions of dollars.  

 

4. Demand for student records 

 

Pursuant to the Family Education Rights and Privacy Act, we demand that CNU 

immediately provide all records and data relating to Messrs. Anwar, Ramakrishnan, and 

Go. This means and includes, without limitation: (1) The admissions file; (2) the academic 

file; (3) the financial aid file; (4) all other information and data maintained concerning Mr. 

Anwar, including but not limited to all communications and all database contents, all 

notes of conversations, etc., and any and all other data maintained by the school. It further 

includes all schools, programs, divisions, and units of CNU. These records should be 

provided by email or an emailed link to download the information.  

 

5. Demand for action to preserve evidence 

 

CNU has a legal duty to ensure that its and all of its agents, employees, officers, 

directors, consultants, affiliates, and attorneys, take all appropriate measures to protect 

from loss, alteration, destruction, deletion, or other spoliation all information concerning 

the events, claims and matters relating to the subject matter of this letter, and any and all 

affected persons, including but not limited to all computer and electronic data, in whatever 

form or format, and wherever located (e.g., whether on the company's servers, in the 

cloud, on employees' company-issued devices, or on personal devices). The following, 

without limitation, are examples of information that CNU is obligated to preserve, as 

concerns our client’s claims:  
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• Recordings, including both video and audio; 

• Paper documents and information; 

• Word processing documents, including drafts or versions not necessarily in paper 

form; 

• Databases and spreadsheets; 

• Internet or web-based information, including deleted internet web pages, internal 

intranet data, etc.; 

• Email, voicemail, instant messages and other computer-mediated communications; 

• Text messages and messages sent through any other electronic communication 

platform such as Slack or WhatsApp. 

• Relevant system records, including system or use logs, internet use history files, 

and access records; 

• Active and deleted computer files on network servers; 

• Active and deleted computer files on desktop or local hard drives;  

• Backup tapes or disks; 

• Archival tapes or disks; 

• Information contained on or in laptops, home computers, personal digital 

assistants, cell phones, and other outside-the-office or satellite locations; and 

• Media or hardware on which relevant records may have been "deleted" but are 

recoverable using reasonable efforts. 

 

This means notifying any and all persons who may have possession, custody, or 

control of relevant information of the steps they should take immediately to preserve it. 

 

While all documents related to Defendants’ relationship and dealings with our 

clients and to the events and allegations described above should be preserved, we are 

particularly interested in the following types of documents and communications: 

 

• All documents, data, and information referring or relating to the BS-MD 

program described in the accompanying video. 

• All documents, data, and information referring or relating to the BS-MD 

program described in the 2017-2018 course catalog. 

• All documents, data, and information referring or relating to the BS-MD 

program described in the 2018-2019 course catalog. 

• All documents, data, and information referring or relating to the BS-MD 

program described in the 2019-2020 course catalog. 

• All documents, data, information referring or relating to BPPE. 

• All communications with BPPE 

• All documents, data, and information referring or relating to the existence or 

non-existence of a BS-MD program at CNU, including but not limited to 
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documents concerning efforts to obtain approval for that program, and any and 

all adverse actions taken or threatened by BPPE. 

• All correspondence (including emails, text messages, letters, etc.), documents, 

analyses, plans, program documents, etc., referring or relating to any BS-MD 

program. 

• All drafts of all CNU Catalogs from 2016 to the present. 

• All documents and data concerning all students who enrolled in the BS-MD 

program from 2016 to the present, including all communications, notes, etc. 

• All documents and data concerning all students who enrolled in the BS in 

health sciences program from 2016 to the present, including all 

communications, notes, etc. 

 

We specifically demand that you preserve all of this data in its original file 

structure and data format, and that you ensure all metadata for all of the foregoing is 

preserved, i.e., all data regarding when, how, and by whom the data was created and/or 

modified.  

 

Unless immediate action is taken by knowledgeable personnel, digital information 

may be damaged, lost, or otherwise spoiled by, among other things, the normal operation 

of desktop, laptop or other computer systems on which said information may be located; 

the normal storage/archiving/deletion functions of such systems; or inadvertent loss and/or 

intentional erasure or deletion. In fact, computer data covered by this spoliation notice 

may be destroyed by merely turning on the computer on which it is located. You are 

hereby placed on notice of your obligation to take all proper measures to prevent the 

destruction, for any reason, of all data, including all computer and/or electronic data, that 

relates or potentially relates to these claims. 

 

We would be happy to discuss with you and/or any CNU representative the 

measures that should be taken to protect such electronic and computer evidence from 

spoliation if doing so would assist CNU, its officers, directors, attorneys, employees and 

agents in complying with this preservation and spoliation notice. (In making this offer, I 

do not mean to suggest that you or CNU might or can be unfamiliar with such issues.) In 

the same vein, we would be happy to discuss the non-technical aspects of this notice, e.g., 

its scope. Generally speaking, the scope of this notice is broad and encompasses all 

documents and evidence relating even tangentially to any of the matters and allegations 

raised in this letter. 

 

Please note that the failure to take proper measures to protect the items and data in 

question could severely prejudice CNU in any litigation or other inquiry into our clients’ 

allegations, and could result in the imposition of evidentiary and issue sanctions, monetary 

sanctions, an adverse judgment, and/or other penalties.  
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Thank you for your anticipated cooperation. 

 

6. Settlement Opportunity 

 

We invite CNU to simply keep its promises. It has inflicted serious injury so far by 

denying admission to, or waitlisting, numerous putative class members who are entitled to 

admission to the College of Medicine based on CNU’s promises. They have fulfilled their 

end of the bargain. CNU deliberately induced their reliance and must now perform. We 

expect your immediate confirmation that CNU will immediately admit Messrs. Anwar, 

Ramakrishnan, Go, and all others who enrolled in the BS program and met the stated 

requirements for admission to the COM.  

 

Unless I receive that immediate affirmation, followed by CNU’s immediate 

delivery of those acceptance letters to me and to the affected students by email, we will 

file a lawsuit. 

 

Relatedly, if you possess important information or evidence that you believe we 

should consider regarding the legal merits of our claims or CNU’s defenses, we invite you 

to provide it now. 

 

7. Warning against retaliation 

 

Finally, we trust that CNU will not add to its already substantial liability by 

retaliating in any way against Mr. Anwar, Mr. Ramakrishnan, Mr. Go, or any other 

affected student. To ensure that does not happen, CNU should take every reasonable 

measure.  

 

      Sincerely, 

 

       
Ray E. Gallo 

 

cc: acheung@cnsu.edu  

heather.brown@cnsu.edu  

joseph.silva@cnsu.edu 

catherine.yang@cnsu.edu 
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